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Kansas Congressman Roger Marshall took to American Family Radio on May 12, 2017,
to explain that most of the problems in his town halls were caused by people who
were “paid protestors” and were UnAmerican (https://afr.net/afr-talk/washington-
watch/2017/may/cong-roger-marshall-jennifer-carroll-travis-weber/?p=7). 

Marhall’s assessment boiled down to this quote:  “We still salute the flag. We still pray
when we get the chance. We pray before ball games. And Wamego was the exception.”

The implication that Wamego residents are in some ways bad people didn’t sit well
with attendees (http://cjonline.com/opinion/letters-editor/2017-05-21/letter-
us-representative-marshall-disrespected-constituents-town).
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Roger Marshall just slandered me in the press. He did the same to
almost everyone in attendance at his recent town hall meeting in
Wamego. Speaking to American Family Radio on May 12, Marshall
accused us of not being from his district and said we were paid to be at
the event.

I wasn’t paid to attend. I’m a poor graduate student that sacrificed time
out of my own work and spent several days researching my question
because I thought talking to my representative would be helpful. But
when I asked it, he rolled his eyes at me and then made false
accusations about me to the media. I knew most of the people in the
room – they were not paid and they have been living in his district for
years, as I have.

Far worse, Marshall also stated that those who disagree with his
politics are not true Americans or true Christians. Speaking of
conservatives, he said, “We still salute the flag. We still pray when we
get the chance. We pray before ball games. And Wamego was the
exception.”

This is a disgusting accusation. I love America. I love the teachings of
Jesus of Nazareth. But those of us in attendance that night believe that
living in a free society means that we can see a doctor when we are
sick and dying. We believe that Jesus taught that the poor and the sick
should be taken care of, regardless of how that might impact corporate
profits.

But Marshall cannot handle this. He went to public media and made
false, disparaging accusations about me and many of his own
constituents. This is unacceptable behavior. This is not what a public
servant does. Marshall clearly has no sense of responsibility to those
the represents and has proven himself to be an immoral disgrace to
the dignity of his office.

MIKE HANKINS, Manhattan

#RogerMarshall
(/news
/RogerMarshall)







Mike Hankins wasn’t alone in his anger, Sage A. TeBeest, the Democratic district chair
who resides in Wamego, also sent her thoughts along to the congressman. Marshall
had noted that there were a lot of “Out of state plates” in attendence, contending that
the attendees were all paid or not his constituents. He forgets something: Wamego is
close to nearby Fort Riley military base, and Sage TeBeest lets have it.

The reason out of town constituents attended the Wamego town hall
was because it was one of only two town halls you did not schedule in
early morning weekday hours. The vast majority of your constituents
have jobs and are unable to take leave to voice their concerns during
those morning town halls. So they traveled, meaning it was vitally
important for you to hear their voices and concerns, which you seem
to be dismissing. It is not their fault you attempted to minimize your
interactions by strategic scheduling. It backfired because instead of
one or two upset constituents, you had an entire room full.

As a spouse of a veteran who was stationed at Ft. Riley let me
educate you about the possibility of having home of record
(out-of-state) license plates on vehicles by many of the military
families in our area. So unless you are saying our military families
who live in our district don't deserve the right to be heard you can
stop trying to make it a conspiracy theory that your town hall was
taken over by outsiders.

Despite Marshall’s claim that out of staters drove in to be by paid entities to harass his
town hall, he could have looked forty miles to the west, where the base at Fort
Riley houses serving men and women. Occam’s razor makes it far more likely the out
of state plates were by families of those serving in our military or students who have
located to Kansas thanks to nearby Kansas State University.

I eagerly await Representative Marshall to attend an event in Fort Riley and explain to
them he doesn’t think they salute the flag or care about the country. I don’t think it will
go over particularly well.
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Wow.  What an asshat.
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He got into congress in 2016 by being less of an asshat that the sitting congressman, Tim
Huelskamp. Huelskamp was that bad.
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Oh, this is THAT asshat?
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The book cover completely doesn’t match the Ogres Kansas
politicians are. In Kansas, voters have tended to vote for these
right wing nuts no matter how bad they are.

This happy little bunny is something Kansas  republican
leaders would stomp on out of pure mean-ness. Our
repeatedly reelected governor cuts medicaid every chance he
gets.  

they really despize  their fellow Kansans.

The last vote was promising,  the GOP in my corner of this red
state Barely won over the democrat that ran against him.
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Unfortunately, your governor of Kansas has been led
to believe that “trickle down economics” works
despite the fact that he’s had to take money from
social programs, etc., to pay the state’s bills because
he isn’t getting enough money from taxes that he cut. 
It’s nice to have lower taxes, but the state has to pay
its bills somehow….but not on the backs of it’s poor,
its elderly, or it’s other citizens!  It just amazes me that
people keep voting the same group of idiots into
office in Kansas….isn’t it time for a big change?
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I doubt the governor of Kansas has been led
to believe anything.  He believes trickle down
economics work all on his own.  However, we
cannot excuse the voters on this issue.  They
need to stop listening and catering to the

... 
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rich and powerful who pay these politicians,
and start taking care of themselves a lot
better than they have been.  Going to vote in
a constant state of fear and ignorance results
in what we are getting in this country, a
bunch of self righteous individuals that will
not listen to anyone who expresses a
difference of opinion.  These government
official will only listen to those who have the
money and the power to send them back to
Washington D.C. to continue to suck at the
government teat they so proudly deny to
those who really need a hand up.
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We just drove through Kansas, end to end,
on our way east, stopping for the night in
Salina.  I was surprised, after everything I’ve
read, to see that rest areas on the Interstate
are still open (though not all of them) and
that there were still directional signs to state
parks.  Aren’t rest areas and parks the first
things to close when a state falls (or is
pushed) into bankruptcy?

... 
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No, in KS the interstate is king.  The FIRST
things to go are medical care and food for
those who aren’t millionaires.
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Well, if the only thing Kansas Republicans
have to show for all their work is that the
rest areas on the Interstate are open, and
the directional signs to state park are still
there, then, things are worse than I thought.
 How about their state budget; the quality of
their education; quality and availability
of healthcare;, how they care for the
poor, seniors and the disable; and how the
politicians are getting rich on the back of the
taxpayers, while ignoring the people that
elected them?  Do you have anything to say
about that?
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Getting Kansans to think for themselves is an
epic problem and won’t be solved soon,
sadly.  They have the dual problems of being
Repukes and being stick-in-the-muds
terrified of change and modernity.

... 
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“I love the poorly educated!”  (Donald
Trump)   (I wonder why . . . )
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Hello dpanno, What’s the Matter with Kansas
by Thomas Frank would be a good place to
start!
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It is way past time for big changes in Kansas.
Sam Brownback well might be the worst
governor in the nation. And that's
impressive, considering the competition.
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Shouldn’t he be called “grayback” because
he's such a louse?
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I think “brown” matches the color of the stuff
he puts out.
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I think MO is closing in as a close second,
though.
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I doubt he believes it, just out to screw
everybody — typical Republican politician.
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/66613923#comment_66613923)
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And don’t forget the $$ taken from
education.  Same as here in Missouri.

I think the GOP knows that, if they keep the
people dumb, they’ll get their votes.
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“I love the poorly educated!” (Donald Trump)
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Yes it is time for a change, EVERYWHERE ! Are
the people that voted these asshats into
office professing to be Christians? Don't they
realize that when they cut benefits for black
so called moochers realize they are taking
food from the mouths of the children of their
friends or their friends kids children? When
the loss of jobs caused whites to lean on
food stamps and other government aid it no
longer was just so called lazy blacks, it was
whit families too that needed government
aid! Trump and other Republicans know this
but still don't care because poor and lower
middle class whites don't contribute to their
"retirement" reelection coffers so they have
no value and therefore are categorized the
same.... And gerrymandered as waste
products! Jesus said to care for the poor,
widows and children so we can see where
the Christian churches and it's parishioners
vote goes Republican! Oh wait isn't that a
little(a lot) backwards. But how can that be?
Oh yea... The politicians and Trump LIE!!!
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Kansas used to be a state where people took
care of each other.  The GOP gospel,
however, is grab as much as you can for
yourself and to hell with anyone else.  I guess
they like THAT notion better now.
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Yeah, but it will never come in Kansas until
all the older people are dead. It’s Lord of the
Flies territory here, for the most part.  They
love them their little bully-boy Rump, too.

... 
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With Brownback’s policies, the older people
are a lot more likely to be dead soon. And
with GOP policies, that’s true nationwide. But
please don’t paint all of us “older people”
with the same brush.
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Absolutely but how do you get people to stop
voting against there own best self interests? 
They tend to believe all the lies the GOP
candidates spew.  Hopefully a Democratic
candidate will lift the veil off their eyes and
open up their ears so they can start to vote
these self centered losers out of office.
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I suspect Brownback’s belief is that “trickle
down economics” works just the way it does
work -to transfer wealth from the poor and
middle class to the already wealthy. And I
suspect that’s just the way he likes it.
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Lol !!!
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This is the best thing I have seen all day. Thank you.
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He does not know what those words mean.  He’s spouting them because his
right-wing gang does, and because right wing radio hosts do, and probably
because, when he’s among members of the gang, they hoot and holler at such
words.

He needs to be trapped on an elevator with a history professor (I pity the
professor), or even a grad student, for about six hours (sorry, prof), with a
surveillance camera running unobtrusively, and the entire six hours taped.

The guy needs to be shown up.

I can’t charge him with avoiding military service, because he has been in the
Army Reserves.  Most people who have been in the military do not throw words
like un-American around.  Of course, because of his career [see below], he did
not rub elbows with that many people in his reserve unit.

He has been rather insular, and insulated, because it looks like he stayed in
Kansas his entire life (except for trips to Washington, D.C. after he was
elected)—he was born in Kansas, in Great Bend, probably went to Great Bend
Nigh School (but is not listed as a “notable” alumnus), did go to Butler County
Community College, graduated from Kansas State (no year given), and the
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University of Kansas Medical School—that’s right, folks, he’s a doctor—what kind
of doctor?  an obstetrician.  Not much call for that in the Army Reserves—doctors
come in as captains, and he stayed a captain

Well, look at this...he HAS been out of the state.  Marshall did a four-year
residency in St. Petersburg, Florida.  He must have heard some different views
there (well, maybe not).  He’s a “non-denominational” Christian.

Marshall has been an anti-abortion hardliner.

A lot of stuff came out during the primary where he beat Huelskamp.  He
charged that Huelskamp was not a Kansas resident, and he received return fire
when his opponent disclosed that Marshall had bought a house in California.  He
called himself a fifth-generation farmer, but it seems that he owned a feed lot.

Here’s a link to the article by Brian Lowry in the Kansas City Star which covered
Marshall’s evil statement that the poor don’t want health care:  
www.kansascity.com/... (http://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government

/article137189318.html)

Marshall has had to walk back a bit from that, but he had given a Biblical
reference for that opinion, as Lowry’s article noted, claiming that, after all, Jesus
had said that “the poor will be always with us”.  I haven’t studied the Bible much,
given my beliefs, but I doubt that Jesus said that they’d always be with us not
wanting health care.

So, what have I learned after reading Marshall’s Wikipedia entry and Facebook
page (which gives contact information).  I learned that my snide charge that he
was totally insular and insulated can be countered, but I also learned that
Marshall is a prime example of the personality traits described in The Republican
Brain—The Science of Why They Deny Science, and Reality.
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And what is this (at your link): 

Just, like, homeless people. … I think just morally,
spiritually, socially, (some people) just don’t want health
care.

So some people don’t want homes either? If you just walk up to your
guvmint offices and tell them you need a home, they’ll provide? This guy
has no idea what poor to middle class people go through, does he? 
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And sometimes, there is the choice between feeding your
family or health care. I just got a job. Before that, I held off
from going to the doctor, or dentist. I had to feed myself.
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This too! Far too many struggle and juggle to pay the
bills and provide for themselves. 

... 
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That waste of oxygen ought to do a little research on who the
homeless are.  A good fraction of them are veterans.  Yep, men
(mostly — women are on the increase) who put themselves in
harm’s way for this anal drip.  What a POS heartless bastard he
is. 

... 
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Who, by the way are usually poor or lower middle
class that want or need the benefits(college etc.) some
may even be following family tradition. The rich NEED
a poor or near poor population to serve as front line
fodder so that the few(very) rich and or educated
officers of the wealthy or well off families don't die the
first day of a fire fight! The more poor boys the bigger
the fighting force when they reintroduce the draft.
(Probably year two of this presidency period) to help
with the ISIS CRISIS..
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Oh goody.  That’ll be another crowd of
devastated soldiers not getting any help
when they return home.  That’s if they’re
lucky enough to not make the journey home
in a box. 
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Many Republicans feel the same way…..they have NO idea
what an average citizen goes through on a day-to-day basis,
especially those who are elderly, disabled, or just plain poor!
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Yes. I’ve realized that the problem with most Repubs
is that they are just not in the same reality the rest of
us are. To them, the only “real” people are white,
conservative, head-up-the-ass Christian men.
Everybody else is just background noise. We can’t
possibly want the same things they do because we
don’t look like them. We can’t possibly need or
deserve the same things they have, because we don’t
look like them. How do you combat this kind of
ironclad idiocy and blindness?
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Hello elenacarlena, Sounds like he is a tad more intelligent
thatn Clarence Thomas and Ben Carson combined (very low
bar)!
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May 25 · 02:02:30 PM (/comments/1665544

/66611933#comment_66611933)

I’ve heard Ben Carson speak. What a disgraceful
sellout. Haven’t heard much from Clarence Thomas

... 
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Recommended 6 times

— fortunately, probably! 

(/user/JSquercia)

[new]


JSquercia (/user/JSqu elenacarlena

May 26 · 08:32:34 AM (/comments/1665544

/66620056#comment_66620056)

Recommended 2 times

Clarence only speaks when he says “Thank
 you”  as he gets his check from the Koch
brothers

... 

(/user/Evildad)

[new]


Evildad (/user/Evildad) JTML

May 25 · 12:13:02 PM (/comments/1665544/66610626#comment_66610626)

Recommended 7 times

Funny how the pious only selectively quote the Bible.

“The poor you will always have with you, and you can help them any
time you want. But you will not always have me.”

Yes, we’ll always have the poor, but if we wanted to, we’d be doing
something about them. The onus is on us, and on people like Marshall.



(/user/Spleeny Lutheran)

[new]


Spleeny Lutheran (/user/Spleeny Evildad

May 25 · 11:31:59 PM (/comments/1665544/66617339#comment_66617339)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, Mark 14:7, but they never put into it’s proper context
(Mark 14:3-9, and Matthew 26:6-13 also) where Jesus is
defending a woman who anointed his head with a costly oil
against some of the disciples who thought it was a waste (the
scene is incorporated into “Jesus Christ Superstar”). It is not a
doctrinal at all. 

To get a truer picture of Jesus’ thoughts about the poor, look at
his description of the Last Judgment in Matthew 25:31-46.

... 

(/user/Stevie851)

[new]


Stevie851 (/user/Stevie851) JTML

May 25 · 01:34:25 PM (/comments/1665544/66611584#comment_66611584)

Recommended 5 times

They are prime deniers because they are SHEEP!  Pure and simple.  
When the ppotus starts talking we chime in with BAAAA.  (That’s the
phony president of the United States).  Sheep follow.  That’s what they
do and I’ve never met a republican who didn’t spout back they same
worthless rhetoric they heard from the last sheep they talked to.  Sad
state of affairs.



(/user/MDhome)

[new]


MDhome (/user/MDhome) JTML

May 25 · 04:56:43 PM (/comments/1665544/66613781#comment_66613781)

Recommended 1 time

For a country set up :by the people, of the people and for the people, I
figure this Marshall has got a 1 out of 3.



(/user/wyrdde)

[new]


wyrdde (/user/wyrdde) JTML

May 25 · 11:36:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66617352#comment_66617352)
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Recommended 1 time

Well, look at this...he HAS been out of the state.
 Marshall did a four-year residency in St. Petersburg,
Florida.  He must have heard some different views there
(well, maybe not).  He’s a “non-denominational”
Christian.

You’re fairly spot-on with the “well, maybe not”. I’m a Florida ex-pat;
“God’s Waiting Room” is a moniker that gets tossed about, from time to
time.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) JTML

May 26 · 06:28:39 AM (/comments/1665544/66618559#comment_66618559)

Recommended 1 time

For the most part, ANYONE with a brain and a conscience gets the fuck
outta Kansas as soon as they can, usually in their teens, if possible.
 Once you’ve had an education and are exposed to the ‘real’ world a bit,
Kansas looks like Yemen to you and you want no part of it due to the
 incredible and long-lasting stupidity of its residents.  Not all of them,
but most of them.  I know lovely people in this state, but even they often
have an underside of selfishness and nastiness that is quite appalling to
see.  IT’s something the Repugs have inculcated in them for decades.



(/user/pammit)

[new]


pammit (/user/pammit) HeartCooksBrain

May 25 · 12:13:48 AM (/comments/1665544/66604778#comment_66604778)

Recommended 7 times

Yes Huelskamp really WAS That bad. There hasn’t been a good politician in
Kansas since Docking.



(/user/bigjacbigjacbigjac)

[new]


bigjacbigjacbigjac (/user/bigjacbigjacbi pammit

May 25 · 06:18:03 AM (/comments/1665544/66605929#comment_66605929)

Recommended 18 times

Kathleen Sebelius.

Look her up.

Mark Parkinson.

Look him up.

Watch who we elect as our next Governor.

Might be a smart Democrat.

...

(/user/Alan3354)

[new]


Alan3354 (/user/Alan3354) bigjacbigjacbigjac

May 25 · 11:01:53 AM (/comments/1665544/66609448#comment_66609448)

Recommended 7 times

580 days until the off-year election, BTW.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) bigjacbigjacbigjac

May 26 · 06:29:33 AM (/comments/1665544/66618566#comment_66618566)

Recommended 1 time

Or, more likely, will be more of the same shit.



(/user/richsmit)

[new]


richsmit (/user/richsmit) pammit

May 25 · 12:11:43 PM (/comments/1665544/66610604#comment_66610604)

I heard Eisenhower was OK.
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Recommended 4 times

(/user/cait48)

[new]


cait48 (/user/cait48) HeartCooksBrain

May 25 · 12:03:36 PM (/comments/1665544/66610462#comment_66610462)

Recommended 4 times

He got into Congress because he had “R” after his name and this is Kansas.



(/user/HeartCooksBrain)

[new]


HeartCooksBrain (/user/HeartCooksBr cait48

May 25 · 12:20:00 PM (/comments/1665544/66610733#comment_66610733)

Recommended 1 time

Huelskamp had been tossed off the ag committee, which KS-01 reps
have been on since the dawn of time. Farm groups wanted a challenger
and DC establishment groups smelled blood in the water. They
recruited Marshall and got the NRCC to stay neutral. Huelskamp was
caught flat-footed and couldn’t mobilize a tea party base as effectively
as organized ag could, so he lost by like 10 points. That’s how he got
into congress.

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) HeartCooksBrain

May 26 · 06:30:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66618583#comment_66618583)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah, and I’m humiliated that I voted for the shitbag, because
there WAS no democrat to vote for.  From now on I’m leaving it
blank when there’s no Dem.  NOTHING is better than a Repug.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/John Mustang3

May 26 · 10:13:10 AM (/comments/1665544

/66621385#comment_66621385)

Recommended 0 times

G.O.P. = Grease Our Palms.

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) HeartCooksBrain

May 26 · 06:18:24 AM (/comments/1665544/66618477#comment_66618477)

Recommended 1 time

Yes he was.  Kansas is an asshat paradise, unfortunately.  I live here and hope to
get OUT soon.



(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) anon004

May 24 · 09:41:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66595758#comment_66595758)

Recommended 43 times

The best asshat money can buy.



(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) jakebob

May 24 · 10:16:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66596151#comment_66596151)

Recommended 39 times

Kansas money anyway, with some of that Koch stink on it.



(/user/underwriter505)

[new]
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May 24 · 12:34:44 PM (/comments/1665544/66598109#comment_66598109)

Recommended 14 times

“Koch stink” — and like as not Bradley Foundation stink too.  They are as
like as two peas, except that the Bradley Foundation has EVEN MORE
money.

(/user/Michael Owens)

[new]


Michael Owens (/user/Michael Owens) jakebob

May 24 · 11:47:17 AM (/comments/1665544/66597475#comment_66597475)

Recommended 17 times



(/user/pammit)

[new]


pammit (/user/pammit) Michael Owens

May 25 · 12:22:41 AM (/comments/1665544/66604795#comment_66604795)

Recommended 9 times

This drawing seems to indicate he is a democrat. 

He is a republican.

He acts like a republican, he says things only a republican would say, he
talks down to his constituents.

This should be a big ear, fat, elephant with a Pinocchio nose.



(/user/smokeless)

[new]


smokeless (/user/smokeless) pammit

May 25 · 11:24:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66609830#comment_66609830)

Recommended 3 times

It's an ass (donkey) in a hat. I guess if you turned an elephant
around, and put a hat on it's ass that would work too. 



(/user/mksaelens)

[new]


mksaelens (/user/mksaele smokeless

May 25 · 03:17:19 PM (/comments/1665544

/66612677#comment_66612677)

Recommended 0 times

There's always “assclown” — the old staple from
“Office Space”

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) pammit

May 26 · 06:31:48 AM (/comments/1665544/66618592#comment_66618592)

Recommended 0 times

Well, the putz IS a doctor, too, so talking down to people comes
naturally.
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(/user/polliwonk)
[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Michael Owens

May 25 · 07:13:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66606399#comment_66606399)

Recommended 6 times

Ears are too big — clearly he doesn't listen to his constituents. Maybe
with earphones in and Rethuglican “MAGAt Talking Points” on his player



(/user/Michael Owens)

[new]


Michael Owens (/user/Michael O polliwonk

May 25 · 08:00:06 AM (/comments/1665544/66606924#comment_66606924)

Recommended 5 times

That is an ass that crossed the aisle.

... 

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rh Michael Owens

May 25 · 07:47:48 PM (/comments/1665544/66615538#comment_66615538)

Recommended 1 time

GOP folks are elephants, not jackasses!  I prefer the term donkey for the
Democratic symbol.  Don’t call an elephant a donkey.  But a “pompous
ass” works for Republicans.  Pachyderm means thick skin, and some
GOP do have a thick skin, and some have a thin skin.  But mainly, the
GOP leaders seem to be thick-headed, full of hot air, and don’t have a
decent (as in decency) bone in their bodies.

... 

(/user/Michael Owens)

[new]


Michael Owens (/user/Michael O Mary Rhubarb OBrien

May 26 · 09:16:37 PM (/comments/1665544/66628699#comment_66628699)

Recommended 0 times

That is distinctively an ASS with a HAT. PLEASE don't let
symbolism and semantics get in the way. Don't think for a
minute that that ass is symbolic of anything but what it is. If
you believe that then I will show you the ass of the ass that
came out of the ass. That's 3 strikes. We must expand our
comprehension. Now they say an elephant never forgets,
except to remind us that they are the party of Lincoln, instead
of stinkin'.

... 

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Michael Owens

May 26 · 10:18:51 AM (/comments/1665544/66621460#comment_66621460)

Recommended 1 time

Asshat—shouldn’t that have the halfassed slogan, “Make America Great
Again!” on it?--with a little label sewn inside it, “Made in China.”



(/user/The Truth)

[new]


The Truth (/user/The Truth) anon004

May 24 · 10:17:18 AM (/comments/1665544/66596172#comment_66596172)

Recommended 38 times

He can always be REPLACED.  The district he dissed needs to remind him of that next
November when they vote his ass out of office.



(/user/Lefty Coaster)

[new]


Lefty Coaster (/user/Lefty Coaster) The Truth

May 24 · 11:34:16 AM (/comments/1665544/66597298#comment_66597298)

Recommended 16 times

Marshall won his district with a 66% margin AND NO DEMOCRAT ON THE
BALLOT. So Marshall can talk crazy all he wants without worrying about losing his
seat. 



(/user/atomgirl)

[new]
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May 24 · 11:48:46 AM (/comments/1665544/66597501#comment_66597501)

Recommended 45 times

He only won by a 66% margin with no Democrat on the ticket?  Sounds
like it’s time to find a candidate.  

(/user/Lefty Coaster)

[new]


Lefty Coaster (/user/Lefty Coaster) atomgirl

May 24 · 01:33:03 PM (/comments/1665544/66598817#comment_66598817)

Recommended 16 times

No kidding!



(/user/Chris Reeves)

[new]


Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) atomgirl

May 24 · 09:21:23 PM (/comments/1665544/66603928#comment_66603928)

Recommended 15 times

Working on it.



(/user/Bailey)

[new]


Bailey (/user/Bailey) Lefty Coaster

May 24 · 03:33:29 PM (/comments/1665544/66600030#comment_66600030)

Recommended 19 times

A district that includes Ft. Riley and Manhattan can’t field a Democratic
Rep candidate? As someone born in Manhattan of very liberal parents,
this makes me incredibly sad. 



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) The Truth

May 26 · 06:33:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66618600#comment_66618600)

Recommended 1 time

Not in Kansas, unfortunately.  THey only vote for REpukes.  There used to be a
saying years ago that Kansans would vote for a yellow dog if it had an R after its
name.



(/user/splashy)

[new]


splashy (/user/splashy) anon004

May 24 · 10:26:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66596282#comment_66596282)

Recommended 46 times

Ass hat.



(/user/antirove)

[new]


antirove (/user/antirove) splashy

May 24 · 10:53:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66596706#comment_66596706)
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Recommended 24 times

Damn, this contentedly happy creature sure makes “asshat” look darn attractive,
probably not the desired effect.

(/user/IamHere)

[new]


IamHere (/user/IamHere) antirove

May 24 · 02:10:12 PM (/comments/1665544/66599241#comment_66599241)

Recommended 14 times

Yeah — that is a happy ass!  smiling even. 



(/user/antirove)

[new]


antirove (/user/antirove) IamHere

May 24 · 04:07:57 PM (/comments/1665544/66600387#comment_66600387)

Recommended 13 times

If my ass was that happy, I’d wear that hat too!



(/user/papercut)

[new]


papercut (/user/papercut) splashy

May 24 · 11:14:14 AM (/comments/1665544/66597003#comment_66597003)

Recommended 7 times

Rec for making me smile. So little does, these days.



(/user/smileycreek)

[new]


smileycreek (/user/smileycreek) splashy

May 24 · 11:31:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66597260#comment_66597260)

Recommended 12 times

Only this one’s more attractive...



(/user/munbeam666)

[new]


munbeam666 (/user/munbeam666) splashy

May 24 · 02:08:02 PM (/comments/1665544/66599214#comment_66599214)

Recommended 10 times

this creature is too noble and sweet to be compared to a GOPturd



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) splashy

May 24 · 02:18:57 PM (/comments/1665544/66599340#comment_66599340)

Recommended 6 times

No, that’s an ass in a hat.  That’s, like, totally different. :)



[new]
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(/user/polliwonk)
polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) splashy

May 25 · 07:26:16 AM (/comments/1665544/66606518#comment_66606518)

Recommended 4 times

Since elephants and donkeys are pretty sympathetic creatures, maybe a
slathering, greedy fat wolf or Russian bear wearing a big wicked grin and a
skimpy sheepskin and a big cigar in front a crowd of sick, skinny sheep of various
ages (wailing infants with empty bottles, adults with crutches and empty turned
-out pockets, elderly with canes or wheelchairs) and shuttered hospitals/clinics
and a foul stinking stream next to a smoking pesticide factory in the background



(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rh polliwonk

May 25 · 08:00:38 PM (/comments/1665544/66615696#comment_66615696)

Recommended 2 times

You mean slavering, as in drooling, not slathering, as in putting too
much jam on toast or putting on a heap of sun screen.  We’ve had
entirely too much badmouthing of wolves.  Wolves are endangered
species, with a a bad rap they don’t deserve.  They are actually highly
beneficial to the environment, as demonstrated in nature
documentaries about Yellowstone Nat’l Park.  

Wolves are an important part of the natural balance in nature, which
helps the streams, plants, and other animals thrive.  They should not be
hunted, and should not be taken off the E.S.L. for a long time to come.
There need to be large gene pools for a species to thrive, otherwise
there are too many birth defects, weaker immune systems, etc.. Wolves
are beautiful creatures, and all dogs are descended from wolves.

... 

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Mary Rhubarb OBrien

May 25 · 11:20:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66617308#comment_66617308)

Recommended 0 times

They do know where there bread is slathered with butter. And
jam. As for the wolf, they’ve got such an effective stereotype
but maybe we can go with a big, slavering, snappy-jawed bear
in an inadequate sheepskin coat. Thing is, every creature (even
Rethuglicans) has its admirers and I think most of us
understand that we're not comparing them to the noble
animals that inhabit our natural world or the singing, dancing
Disneyfied versions but the
cautionary, primal and dangerous depictions of the Brothers
Grimm and other fairy tales.



(/user/officebss)

[new]


officebss (/user/officebss) splashy

May 25 · 08:11:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66607086#comment_66607086)

Recommended 3 times

Too totally adorable to be a deplorable!



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) splashy

May 26 · 06:33:27 AM (/comments/1665544/66618607#comment_66618607)

Recommended 0 times

Too damn cute to be a Repuke.



(/user/Rosalie907)

[new]


Rosalie907 (/user/Rosalie907) anon004

May 24 · 11:07:44 AM (/comments/1665544/66596914#comment_66596914)

Recommended 5 times

Why should he be any different than other Republicon members of Congress?  This
includes my own Congressman, Dan Donovan NY CD-11.



(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]
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May 25 · 10:34:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66609048#comment_66609048)

Recommended 5 times

That should have been “UnAmerican KS Congressman...”.

(/user/Zeyda)

[new]


Zeyda (/user/Zeyda) anon004 May 25 · 10:49:21 AM (/comments/1665544/66609241#comment_66609241)

Recommended 7 times

It’s worth mentioning that almost any organization with ‘family’, ‘freedom’ or ‘patriot’ in
the title is usually a hotbed of RWNJs, professional xtians & advocates of ‘freedom’ who
strive to keep rights and freedom away from whose with whom they disagree, who have
the wrong skin color or who worship a different god.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Zeyda

May 26 · 10:27:29 AM (/comments/1665544/66621570#comment_66621570)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, like the PATRIOT Act that was ready to be rolled out well before Sept. 11,
2001—which they should have named the FASCIST Act (Flimflam A Sniveling
Congress Into Signing This).



(/user/LEOPANTHERA)

[new]


LEOPANTHERA (/user/LEOPANTHERA) anon004

May 25 · 11:00:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66609431#comment_66609431)

Recommended 5 times

SHOW ME A REPUBLICAN WHO IS NOT!



(/user/ram27)

[new]


ram27 (/user/ram27) anon004 May 25 · 11:21:31 AM (/comments/1665544/66609776#comment_66609776)

Recommended 5 times

Yes, he is another example of GOP trends.  One is that they tend to say/publish things that
aren’t researched, proofread, or even thought through.  A case in point would be the
“peach” we are supposedly trying to facilitate in the Middle East.  I’m not saying
Democrats never make mistakes, but the glaring ones and outright lies are usually GOP.  



(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb ram27

May 25 · 08:06:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66615763#comment_66615763)

Recommended 0 times

And newspapers make mistakes, too.  From my dad’s typographical error
collection, a newspaper, not named, had an article about a Democratic
fundraising dinner, which must have been a very long time ago, as it was a bean
dinner:  “After their bean dinner, the Democrats exuded an air of confidence.”

We all know what people give off after eating beans!  Confidence is not what
comes to mind.  

... 

(/user/Zara9583)

[new]


Zara9583 (/user/Zara9583) anon004

May 25 · 12:18:32 PM (/comments/1665544/66610708#comment_66610708)

Recommended 1 time

yeah i know calling patriots unamerican he better hope someone worse runs against him.



(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb Zara9583

May 25 · 08:07:21 PM (/comments/1665544/66615767#comment_66615767)

Recommended 1 time

Not likely!

... 
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(/user/BigAl Las Vegas)

[new]


BigAl Las Vegas (/user/BigAl Las Vegas) anon004

May 25 · 06:14:02 PM (/comments/1665544/66614567#comment_66614567)

Recommended 1 time

You gotta love these Republican pricks. They feel their superior to the rest of us NORMAL
Americans……… 2018 RESIST!



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) BigAl Las Vegas

May 26 · 10:29:58 AM (/comments/1665544/66621603#comment_66621603)

Recommended 0 times

G.O.P. = Greedy Old Pricks.



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) May 24 · 08:23:54 AM (/comments/1665544/66594757#comment_66594757)

Recommended 84 times

Agreed.  The problem is, can you name one Republican elected official at the national level that
isn’t one.  I can’t.

(/user/polecat)

[new]


polecat (/user/polecat) jfromga

May 24 · 08:37:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66594950#comment_66594950)

Recommended 24 times

Living?



(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranston) polecat

May 24 · 08:42:42 AM (/comments/1665544/66595015#comment_66595015)

Recommended 29 times

That depends on what your definition of “living” is...



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) LamontCranston

May 24 · 09:41:54 AM (/comments/1665544/66595756#comment_66595756)

Recommended 12 times

undead or zombiefied would be living in my book.



(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontC jfromga

May 24 · 01:17:32 PM (/comments/1665544/66598649#comment_66598649)

Recommended 3 times

I was thinking along that lines as well…

“Shaun Of The Living Dead”, more like it.

... 

(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) jfromga

May 24 · 09:22:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66595519#comment_66595519)

Recommended 34 times

John McCain.

Yeah, he has disagreeable policies sometimes, and can be a bit abrasive. But I do
remember his chastising one of his supporters in 2008 who claimed Obama was a Muslim
by saying, “No he is not; he’s a fine Christian man.”

The problem is, the biggest asshats make it to the news shows because of their
asshattery.



[new]
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(/user/vicupstate) vicupstate (/user/vicupstate) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 09:34:28 AM (/comments/1665544/66595648#comment_66595648)

Recommended 40 times

The fact that you needed to go back almost 10 years to find an example, says a
lot. 



(/user/delphine)

[new]


delphine (/user/delphine) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 09:35:34 AM (/comments/1665544/66595663#comment_66595663)

Recommended 32 times

I liked what McCain said, except that even better would have been if he hadn’t
bought into the framing that being Muslim was a bad thing in itself.



(/user/libvetwoman)

[new]


libvetwoman (/user/libvetwoman) delphine

May 24 · 12:27:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66598019#comment_66598019)

Recommended 17 times

Exactly. A better response would have been that there have been
Muslims in this country since before the Revolution and per the
Constitution there is no religious test to be President. Therefore it does
not matter whether presidential candidate is Muslim or not.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) libvetwoman

May 24 · 02:21:25 PM (/comments/1665544/66599362#comment_66599362)

Recommended 13 times

Yep, that, and/or, “He’s a Christian, but you know what? His
religion is his business, because this is America. Oh, and what
libvetwoman said.”



(/user/delphine)

[new]


delphine (/user/delphine) gharlane

May 24 · 05:15:27 PM (/comments/1665544

/66601221#comment_66601221)

Recommended 6 times

Exactly.



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 09:41:45 AM (/comments/1665544/66595753#comment_66595753)

Recommended 45 times

He picked Palin.  He talks big, but his actions, always saying one good thing and
then voting for the party line, hmmpf.



(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) jfromga

May 24 · 10:20:51 AM (/comments/1665544/66596220#comment_66596220)

Recommended 20 times

It’s almost as if someone has a toggle switch on him. That may go all the
way back to the Keating 5 case in 1989. He got out of that when he was
just as guilty as the rest. Maybe he got a break but at a long-term cost.

For those too young, here the wiki link on Keating Five
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keating_Five). When five US Senators get
popped, it’s a big story.



(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/Angela Marx) walkshills

May 24 · 10:46:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66596597#comment_66596597)

That was the Savings and Loan failure scandal, where George
W Bush’s brother (Neil) was involved. The mid 80s?
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Recommended 15 times

(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) Angela Marx

May 24 · 11:24:48 AM (/comments/1665544

/66597171#comment_66597171)

Recommended 14 times

Yep. Drop the barriers and restrictions and the
cockroaches swarm in. That was Neil.

There were many of those S&L failures...free money,
so it seemed to some. So like the Russian laundered
money that has been flowing so freely into the GOP.
But there comes a day….

Notice the old saying ‘good labor is hard to find’ and
apply that to the people of the Freedom Caucus, the
other far right groups, the Koch minions...a great
assortment of stool pigeons and idiots...if they’re so
low ethically and mentally to fall in with such groups,
they definitely would be easy pickins for the more
sophisticated Russian gambits. So the power grabs of
billionaires and the ideological purists who took over
the GOP really helped set up the Russian coup
attempt (not to mention the billions in laundered
Russian money). 

When and if we (royal we, not me, but FBI, USIC and
courts, et. al.) can clean this up, the next question is:
What do we do to punish Putin and Russia? In a very
personal manner. I’m sure forces are plotting...this
was an act of war.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mu walkshills

May 26 · 06:41:31 AM (/comments/1665544

/66618706#comment_66618706)

Recommended 1 time

Hey, to those people money is money, even if
it belongs to the Russkies.

... 

(/user/libvetwoman)

[new]


libvetwoman (/user/libvet Angela Marx

May 24 · 12:30:07 PM (/comments/1665544

/66598045#comment_66598045)

Recommended 7 times

And Neil got a slap on the wrist and later worked at a
bank. Do not know if he still does or not, but WTF??

... 

(/user/caseyf57)

[new]


caseyf57 (/user/case libvetwoman

May 25 · 12:31:29 PM (/comments/1665544

/66610879#comment_66610879)

Recommended 1 time

Hello libvertwoman, I know that he has
something to do with the educational scams
in Florida and other locations!  Don’t know
how he is breathing free air with all the
illegal stuff he has done in the past!!  Had a
messy public divorce win which lots of dirty
laundry was aired including prostitutes going
to his hotel room!

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mu caseyf57

May 26 · 06:41:57 AM (/comments/1665544

/66618714#comment_66618714)

He's rich.  They don’t go to jail, ya know.

... 
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Cyberologist)

[new]


Cyberologist (/user/Cybero Angela Marx

May 26 · 10:31:11 AM (/comments/1665544

/66621621#comment_66621621)

Recommended 0 times

Yep Silverado S/L (Denver) collapsed in ‘88, costing
taxpayers $1.3 billion.  Neil the son of then G.H.W was
on the Bd of Dir at the time and  was accused of giving
himself a loan.

Also other numerous breaches of his fiduciary duties
involving multiple conflict of interest.  He wasn’t even
indicted on criminal charges, a civil suit was brought
against the Bd.  Neil was banned from banking for life.

It was bad a lot of elderly people here lost their life
savings. Bailing out the failed   S&Ls countrywide cost
taxpayers about 1.4 trillion$ this is considered the
biggest theft in the world.  Jeb pulled a similar scam
he defaulted on a $4.56 million loan from Broward
Federal Savings (Sunrise, Florida).  He skated too.

... 

(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/ Cyberologist

May 26 · 03:13:23 PM (/comments/1665544

/66625204#comment_66625204)

Recommended 0 times

It was a loan to a personal friend of Neil
Bush’s, not himself, for over $400,000 irrc.
Then the man who got the mortgage failed to
make any payments, but the savings and
loan didn’t foreclose and the guy got to keep
the house and not repay the loan.

Ouch. 

... 

(/user/gasorg)

[new]


gasorg (/user/gasorg) walkshills

May 24 · 01:16:43 PM (/comments/1665544/66598633#comment_66598633)

Recommended 7 times

Someone leaving the toggle switch permanently in the
“honorable” position would be GREAT news for John McCain!



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) gasorg

May 26 · 06:42:18 AM (/comments/1665544

/66618718#comment_66618718)

Recommended 0 times

He'd be lynched by his fellow GOPers.



(/user/rsunde)

[new]


rsunde (/user/rsunde) jfromga

May 24 · 02:14:14 PM (/comments/1665544/66599289#comment_66599289)

Recommended 2 times

Here’s the “libral redneck’s” take on John McCain and other republican
infidelities, which was previously posted by durrati

www.dailykos.com/... (https://www.dailykos.com/story/2017/5
/19/1664114/-Librul-Redneck-Rants-McCain-s-Like-One-of-Them-Shi-
Y-Talking-Dolls-From-the-Seventies)



(/user/sawgrass727)

[new]


sawgrass727 (/user/sawgrass727) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 10:50:54 AM (/comments/1665544/66596671#comment_66596671)
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Recommended 16 times

McCain’s very tepid., almost meek chastisement?  Once, at least only once on
camera?   Instead of consistently speaking with a loud voice in a way that would
uphold his own dignity.

In some ways McCain is worse among Republicans.  He has the awareness to
acknowledge bad  behavior and bad policies but does no more than tut-tut in
front of the press while supporting those policies with “yes” votes.

(/user/gardnerhill)

[new]


gardnerhill (/user/gardnerhill) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 12:23:25 PM (/comments/1665544/66597989#comment_66597989)

Recommended 15 times

Yeah, that’s what passes for a decent comment from a Republican. “Obama’s not
a Muslim, he’s a GOOD MAN (which reinforces our belief that the two things are
mutually incompatible).”

And McCain only did it after his vile running mate gleefully encouraged the
Obama-is-unAmerican narrative for weeks — and beamed as audience members
shouted “Kill Him!”

One response that still vilifies Muslims is too little, too late.

Talk about a low fucking bar for Republicans. “He didn't kick that poor kid even as
he cut the kid’s food stamps. What a humanitarian!”



(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 03:51:04 PM (/comments/1665544/66600217#comment_66600217)

Recommended 2 times

The almost worst is after the Democrats fuss and fume and everybody stops
laughing at them, then the newsies trot out some out of wack asshat Republican
(McCain, now Kasich) to criticize him….and THEN it’s ok for the centrists to jump
in at the front of the tar and feather parade.



(/user/azrolator)

[new]


azrolator (/user/azrolator) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 05:16:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66601240#comment_66601240)

Recommended 4 times

John McCain is seen as a voice of reason on the Republican side to many
Democrats. I will admit, that he often uses a reasonable voice. The problem is,
Americans are supposed to have a voice, through voting, free press, right to
assembly. What we need, is for those we elected using those voices, to actually
do their fucking jobs and act reasonable. For all McCain’s  reasonable words
about we should investigate Trump over the Russian connection, he still rammed
through anyone Trump nominated for positions in his administration no matter
how dirty they looked in it all. He would have voted yes for the ghost of Stalin or
a Russian hooker giving Putin a handjob in front of Congress if they had been put
forth by a Republican. And then he would have just claimed that they would have
been voted in anyway, so why not look like a member of Vlad’s American Harem?
Until he bothers making reasonable actions, McCain can  shove those reasonable
words right up his yes-man ass.



(/user/officebss)

[new]


officebss (/user/officebss) MikeTheLiberal

May 25 · 08:15:14 AM (/comments/1665544/66607138#comment_66607138)

Recommended 2 times

I still remember McCain chastising protesters for actually using “the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.” He’s an Asshat, just not quite the same kind of Asshat.



(/user/schroeder)

[new]


schroeder (/user/schroeder) MikeTheLiberal

May 25 · 11:23:14 AM (/comments/1665544/66609804#comment_66609804)

Recommended 4 times

You mean John “I’m deeply troubled by Trump's cabinet picks that I just voted
for” McCain?
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(/user/mosleytwo)

[new]


mosleytwo (/user/mosleytwo) MikeTheLiberal

May 25 · 03:38:10 PM (/comments/1665544/66612863#comment_66612863)

Recommended 2 times

I agree! I can't believe some of the things these Republicans people say....they
really think we are all stupid!



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) mosleytwo

May 26 · 06:43:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66618739#comment_66618739)

Recommended 0 times

PRojection by them again.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) MikeTheLiberal

May 26 · 06:35:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66618629#comment_66618629)

Recommended 0 times

John McCain is a joke in so many ways.  He’s harmless is the BEST you can say
about him now.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) MikeTheLiberal

May 26 · 10:34:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66621675#comment_66621675)

Recommended 0 times

McCain also said of Trump—he was “firing up the crazies”—which is basically
what Clinton meant when she said half (only half?) of Trump’s supporters were “a
basket of deplorables.”



(/user/llywrch)

[new]


llywrch (/user/llywrch) jfromga

May 24 · 09:46:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66595820#comment_66595820)

Recommended 16 times

Walter Jones of NC.

I don’t agree with many — if not most — of his political stances, but the man is ethical, &
actually makes an attempt to be bipartisan. Criticized the Second Iraq War.

I would trust him to watch my children. Can’t say that about almost any other Republican
congresscritter.



(/user/Lujane)

[new]


Lujane (/user/Lujane) llywrch

May 24 · 09:58:45 AM (/comments/1665544/66595957#comment_66595957)

Recommended 31 times

Walter Jones was responsible for changing French fries to “Freedom Fries” in the
Congressional cafeterias after 9/11 and is a very conservative Congressman. 
However, once the Iraq war started he saw the effects it was having on his
constituents in Camp Lejeune.  It seems to have been a “come to Jesus” moment
and he has since voted against many of the Republicans’ worst bills.   He’s still a
conservative but one with a heart and a conscience.

Often, when I see he’s voted for the people over the oligarchs, I call his office to
thank him.  His staffers really seem to appreciate it.



(/user/nocynicism)

[new]


nocynicism (/user/nocynicism) llywrch

May 24 · 10:39:17 AM (/comments/1665544/66596482#comment_66596482)

Recommended 7 times

McCain always goose-steps along in the end.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) llywrch

May 26 · 06:35:32 AM (/comments/1665544/66618637#comment_66618637)
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Recommended 1 time

Talk is cheap with McCain.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) llywrch

May 26 · 06:44:22 AM (/comments/1665544/66618745#comment_66618745)

Recommended 0 times

Only because your daughters are probably too young for him to abuse.



(/user/Observer343)

[new]


Observer343 (/user/Observer343) jfromga

May 24 · 09:52:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66595891#comment_66595891)

Recommended 1 time

Would people who changed parties count?



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) Observer343

May 24 · 11:29:46 AM (/comments/1665544/66597235#comment_66597235)

Recommended 1 time

what nationally elected Republican switched to the Democratic Party?



(/user/Karl Rover)

[new]


Karl Rover (/user/Karl Rover) jfromga

May 24 · 01:28:58 PM (/comments/1665544/66598769#comment_66598769)

Recommended 3 times

If Senators count.. Arlen Specter went Dem, Repub, Dem.

Also Jim Jeffords switched from Repub to Indie caucusing with Dems,
changing the majority in the Senate.

But no, there aren’t many.



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) Karl Rover

May 24 · 01:33:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66598824#comment_66598824)

Recommended 4 times

OK, they are both dead.   Which leads me to believe that there
are no living Republicans who aren’t asshats and wouldn’t be
sitting with the rest of their party on the wrong side of history
for backing Trump.

Or are you trying to say the only good Republican politician is a
dead politician?



(/user/Karl Rover)

[new]


Karl Rover (/user/Karl Rover) jfromga

May 24 · 01:37:01 PM (/comments/1665544

/66598865#comment_66598865)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah, I suppose you could draw that conclusion.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) jfromga

May 26 · 06:36:15 AM (/comments/1665544/66618640#comment_66618640)

Recommended 0 times

One near death and afraid to meet his maker, perhaps?
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(/user/mndan)
[new]


mndan (/user/mndan) jfromga

May 24 · 11:00:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66596805#comment_66596805)

Recommended 1 time

Ben Sasse (Sen-Nebraska)?

Heard him on NPRs “Wait, wait, don’t tell me” last weekend. Funny guy and interesting. He
still drives Uber on occassion.  I looked him up and he does follow strict conservative
repub dogma (Obamacare evil, etc).

However, I think he’s remained quite opposed to trump, so maybe more sane than the
average repub.



(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) mndan

May 24 · 11:29:34 AM (/comments/1665544/66597231#comment_66597231)

Recommended 11 times

strict conservative dogma, kill the poor, throw granny off the cliff, feed the rich
off the spoils of food taken from the mouths of starving children, women are too
whatever to make decisions for themselves and only Christians can rule the
country conservative doctrine? What part of that is not an asshat?  Because he’s a
jovial asshat?   Anti-Trump alone doesn’t make him a reasonable, caring person.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) mndan

May 26 · 06:36:47 AM (/comments/1665544/66618645#comment_66618645)

Recommended 1 time

Or he recognizes a rattlesnake when he sees one.



(/user/qazplm)

[new]


qazplm (/user/qazplm) May 24 · 08:24:01 AM (/comments/1665544/66594758#comment_66594758)

Recommended 95 times

I was once stationed at Fort Riley.  Other than KSU there is NOTHING in that area but Fort Riley. 
Topeka is 45 minutes East. There’s absolutely nothing of note West all the way til you reach Denver.
Junction City might as well be called “Place where all the Soldiers and their families live” and
Manhattan would be called “Place where all the Officers and their families live...and KSU students.” 
So OF COURSE there are a lot of out of state license plates in that area. I was there two years and
my plates said Texas the whole time.

(/user/Chris Reeves)

[new]


Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) qazplm

May 24 · 08:25:40 AM (/comments/1665544/66594788#comment_66594788)

Recommended 124 times

The idea he’s so important people would bus people into Wamego is some serious
narcissism. 



(/user/Ice Blue)

[new]


Ice Blue (/user/Ice Blue) Chris Reeves

May 24 · 09:36:33 AM (/comments/1665544/66595674#comment_66595674)

Recommended 40 times

Repubs have been throwing that accusation for years. Remember the 70-100K
protests against Gov Scott Walker and the occupation of the WI State House? All
paid out-of-state protestors, see.



(/user/The Truth)

[new]


The Truth (/user/The Truth) Ice Blue

May 24 · 10:19:11 AM (/comments/1665544/66596196#comment_66596196)

Recommended 19 times

So where’s my check?

Damn, I have YET to be paid to show up at Town Halls to call out
congress critters voting AGAINST my interests. /s



[new]
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(/user/djMikulec) djMikulec (/user/djMikulec) Ice Blue

May 24 · 10:32:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66596374#comment_66596374)

Recommended 27 times

MY first thought? Florida. November 19, 2000. The Brooks Brothers
“riots”. These @ssholes have made an art out of projecting.

en.wikipedia.org/... (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooks_Brothers_riot)



(/user/gardnerhill)

[new]


gardnerhill (/user/gardnerhill) Ice Blue

May 24 · 12:28:14 PM (/comments/1665544/66598023#comment_66598023)

Recommended 12 times

Still one of my favorite lines ever — said about a pirate in a Trek
fan-story but describes Republicans to a T:

“He has no honor himself, so he cannot recognize it in others.”



(/user/gasorg)

[new]


gasorg (/user/gasorg) gardnerhill

May 24 · 01:18:41 PM (/comments/1665544/66598669#comment_66598669)

Recommended 3 times

Was it a Klingon pirate?



(/user/qazplm)

[new]


qazplm (/user/qazplm) gasorg

May 24 · 01:26:21 PM (/comments/1665544

/66598748#comment_66598748)

Recommended 4 times

If it’s Star Trek and honor...it’s a Klingon.



(/user/gardnerhill)

[new]


gardnerhill (/user/gardner gasorg

May 24 · 02:02:53 PM (/comments/1665544

/66599166#comment_66599166)

Recommended 4 times

Actually, a human one — an actual pirate and not an
Errol Flynn/Jack Sparrow type, a guy who took
advantage of a planetary evacuation to rob lots of the
smallest ships of their few goods.

... 

(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) Ice Blue

May 24 · 07:39:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66602977#comment_66602977)

Recommended 3 times

I’d like to know where i can get one of those paid jobs? You know, being
a protester at at rally.



(/user/slouchingdragon)

[new]


slouchingdragon (/user/slouchin MRBMichigan

May 24 · 08:14:44 PM (/comments/1665544/66603354#comment_66603354)

Recommended 4 times

I know, right?  I keep going to protests for free, spending my
own gas money.  If George Soros and the vast left-wing
conspiracy wants to comp my gas, that would be swell.

... 

(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRB slouchingdragon

May 25 · 06:15:37 AM (/comments/1665544

/66605911#comment_66605911)

Must be you are part of the right wing conspiracy?

... 
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/pol MRBMichigan

May 25 · 07:35:32 AM (/comments/1665544

/66606619#comment_66606619)

Recommended 2 times

Just another way Rethugs create fake jobs

... 

(/user/mmacdDE)

[new]


mmacdDE (/user/mmacdDE) qazplm

May 24 · 09:56:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66595940#comment_66595940)

Recommended 25 times

The other thing with military families — while the serving member might not claim
residency in the state, it’s almost a certainty that spouse and children will. 

My daughter gets a new drivers license and reregisters to vote every time they move. Her
husband doesn’t.

So while HE might not technically be a constituent, SHE sure as hell is.  



(/user/splashy)

[new]


splashy (/user/splashy) mmacdDE

May 24 · 10:33:23 AM (/comments/1665544/66596387#comment_66596387)

Recommended 10 times

But, but, but, she’s a woman, who the right wing men don’t think count. /s



(/user/qazplm)

[new]


qazplm (/user/qazplm) splashy

May 24 · 10:37:11 AM (/comments/1665544/66596446#comment_66596446)

Recommended 8 times

And some of those she’s are he’s, and vice versa.



(/user/gardnerhill)

[new]


gardnerhill (/user/gardnerhill) splashy

May 24 · 12:29:50 PM (/comments/1665544/66598042#comment_66598042)

Recommended 5 times

Especially if the state has special “No Gurlz Allowd” voter ID laws that
require the birth certificate name to be exactly the same as your voter
ID name — which automatically makes it harder for married women
who changed their names to their husband’s.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) gardnerhill

May 25 · 07:38:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66606654#comment_66606654)

Recommended 7 times

And/or had more than one husband and changed names
again. Gotta show official paper for each (including marriage
and divorce decrees for each in addition to birth certificate)



(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/us polliwonk

May 25 · 08:23:20 PM (/comments/1665544

/66615933#comment_66615933)

Recommended 1 time

Are you kidding?!  I knew some states had bad laws
for voter registration and voting, but that’s ridiculous.
 California is voter-friendly.

... 
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(/user/polliwonk)
[new]


polliwonk (/user/pol Mary Rhubarb OBrien

May 25 · 10:47:13 PM (/comments/1665544

/66617189#comment_66617189)

Recommended 1 time

Yes, and this almost exclusively
discriminates against women voters who
frequently change their last names when
marrying whereas men usually don't. A
friend’s mother married as a teen and then 3
more times. Military family, moved a
lot, different counties, etc. for marriages and
divorces. Now she has health issues, can't
remember all the counties where she filed
marriage and divorce papers even if she
could drive which she doesn't, so she's
effectively barred from voting now and in the
future as a result of the new voter ID
laws. Deep South, deep red state

... 

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Ma gardnerhill

May 25 · 08:25:19 PM (/comments/1665544/66615955#comment_66615955)

Recommended 0 times

That’s not only stupid, it’s against even the GOP version of
“family values”.  Thank God Democrats don’t try to make voting
harder.  We are nice to voters in California.

... 

(/user/GodlessToo)

[new]


GodlessToo (/user/GodlessToo) qazplm

May 24 · 08:10:32 PM (/comments/1665544/66603307#comment_66603307)

Recommended 5 times

Junction City might as well be called “Place where all the Soldiers and their families live”
and Manhattan would be called “Place where all the Officers and their families live...and
KSU students.”  They must also be the places that people don’t vote or this guy would at
least have some competition.  I vote is South Carolina so I’m also used to being
abandoned by the Democratic Party.  Your choice is usually a Reptilian or…that’s it.  SC
has given us such intellectual giants and constitutional stalwarts as Trey Gowdy, Tim Scott,
Joe Wilson (shouted liar at Obama) and Nicki Haley (IQ45 is the CEO of ‘merika and can fire
anyone he wants).  Strom Thurman was a walking corpse at the end, so out of it that he
couldn’t campaign, and they still elected him.  So Kansas progressives, I commiserate.
 South Carolina doesn’t even have the excuse of a Kris Kobach stripping the voter roles
though Haley did her best.



(/user/bigjacbigjacbigjac)

[new]


bigjacbigjacbigjac (/user/bigjacbigjacbigjac) qazplm

May 25 · 06:31:05 AM (/comments/1665544/66606056#comment_66606056)

Recommended 0 times

There’s absolutely nothing of note West all the way til you reach Denver.

I lived in Salina, Kansas from the summer of 1964 to the summer of 1972.

I lived in Hays, Kansas from the summer of 1972 to October of 1989.

When Abby Hoffman blew his nose on the flag, it was in Salina.

The original boot hill was in old Hays City. General George Armstrong Custer was
stationed for a while at Fort Hays.

But the biggest attraction at Hays is a big Walmart store. Folks come from all over
northwest Kansas to shop there, and eat at big restaurants.

Because all the other small towns in northwest Kansas do not have these things, making
Hays a big deal in that part of the world.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) bigjacbigjacbigjac

May 26 · 10:48:31 AM (/comments/1665544/66621864#comment_66621864)

I travelled across Kansas in a Greyhound bus a couple of times.  My lingering
impressions:  (a) green, (b) flat.  I don’t know what they do in Kansas; apparently
they don’t like to read books.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) qazplm

May 26 · 06:38:53 AM (/comments/1665544/66618675#comment_66618675)

Recommended 1 time

I was born and raised in Junction City, and am back now crashing with my sister because
the recession laid waste to the biotech industry in Boston.  It truly is the Black Hole of
Calcutta and has not/will not ever change.  The only ‘advantage’ it has is that it is near
those missile silos, so in the event of a nuclear exchange, it will go quickly.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Mustang3

May 26 · 12:47:39 PM (/comments/1665544/66623691#comment_66623691)

Recommended 0 times

Maybe the way things are going they can change their name to Klansas.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) qazplm

May 26 · 06:45:11 AM (/comments/1665544/66618752#comment_66618752)

Recommended 0 times

And KSU is sinking into uselessness as we speak, sadly.



(/user/Shockwave)

[new]


Shockwave (/user/Shockwave) May 24 · 08:25:06 AM (/comments/1665544/66594778#comment_66594778)

Recommended 68 times

The more they call us paid protesters the more we’ll protest.  They project their mindset of doing
things only for $$$ on to everyone else.

(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) Shockwave

May 24 · 09:43:40 AM (/comments/1665544/66595779#comment_66595779)

Recommended 10 times

As stated above, best asshats money can buy.



(/user/DisNoir36)

[new]


DisNoir36 (/user/DisNoir36) May 24 · 08:25:17 AM (/comments/1665544/66594780#comment_66594780)

Recommended 38 times

WOW KS-01 sure likes them some assholes.  Pat Roberts, Jerry Moran, Tim Huelskum and now this
asshole.  It’s like the HOF of assholes.  You have to go back to Keith Sebelius (pappy in law of
Kathleen Sebelius) and Bob Dole to find some decent Republicans who represented this district
and even that’s stretching it a bit. 

(/user/gffish)

[new]


gffish (/user/gffish) DisNoir36 May 24 · 12:27:34 PM (/comments/1665544/66598018#comment_66598018)

Recommended 9 times

Don’t forget that Sam Brownback represented part of what is now KS-01 before
reapportionment.  

I’ve lived in Kansas for most of my life, but can’t remember when I’ve ever considered
grumpy old Bob Dole as decent.  



(/user/I am a Patriot)

[new]


I am a Patriot (/user/I am a Patriot) gffish

May 24 · 03:12:51 PM (/comments/1665544/66599823#comment_66599823)

He appears to be decent now, in contrast to what we have representing us today.

One of those relative things, as I agree, he has his own baggage.
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/DisNoir36)

[new]


DisNoir36 (/user/DisNoir36) gffish

May 24 · 06:16:01 PM (/comments/1665544/66602062#comment_66602062)

Recommended 4 times

Amazing isn’t it that someone who was considered so not decent 21 years ago, so
much so that Dole got trounced in the presidential election, is now considered
moderate.  Dole was an extremist 20-30-40 years ago.  Today he’d probably be
called a cuckservative and a RINO by the right.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) gffish

May 26 · 06:47:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66618777#comment_66618777)

Recommended 1 time

I'm a Kansan too and always thought Bob Dole was a larval Nixon. <G>



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Mustang3

May 26 · 12:47:25 PM (/comments/1665544/66623687#comment_66623687)

Recommended 0 times

Wasn’t Bob Dole a paid spokesman for an “erectile dysfunction” drug? 
Maybe the can have a little talk with Don the Con . . .  (Oh, wait a
second—did Bob Dole die?  I’ve lost track . . .)



(/user/thickasabrick)

[new]


thickasabrick (/user/thickasabrick) May 24 · 08:25:20 AM (/comments/1665544/66594781#comment_66594781)

Recommended 42 times

Who exactly is being un-American here and a false Christian as well? 

(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) thickasabrick

May 24 · 09:07:23 AM (/comments/1665544/66595322#comment_66595322)

Recommended 21 times

Its standard projection.



(/user/KnotIookin)

[new]


KnotIookin (/user/KnotIookin) PissedGrunty

May 24 · 10:18:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66596192#comment_66596192)

Recommended 5 times

I think it's wishful thinking

and it's gonna backfire on people like this Kansas congressman in 2018

when we #FlipTheHouse



(/user/evrgreen)

[new]


evrgreen (/user/evrgreen) May 24 · 08:25:27 AM (/comments/1665544/66594784#comment_66594784)

Recommended 31 times

Radical Christian Propaganda.

I wonder if he signed on for a Dominion Theology approach.

How soon can you get rid of this Jerk?

(/user/gffish)

[new]


gffish (/user/gffish) evrgreen May 24 · 12:29:05 PM (/comments/1665544/66598033#comment_66598033)
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Recommended 3 times

Tim Huelskamp has said that he will run against Marshall in 2018, hoping to regain his old
seat.  At least Huelskamp doesn’t pretend to have coherent thoughts.

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien) evrgreen

May 25 · 08:31:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66616036#comment_66616036)

Recommended 0 times

Please.  Radical is extreme left.  Reactionary is extreme right.  So a very conservative
Christian/Republican/misogynist/racist/elitest sort of person would be a reactionary, not a
radical.  The terms are not interchangeable.  Thank you.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) evrgreen

May 26 · 06:47:42 AM (/comments/1665544/66618783#comment_66618783)

Recommended 0 times

Not soon enough, since they’ve outlawed murder.



(/user/tdor66)

[new]


tdor66 (/user/tdor66) May 24 · 08:29:50 AM (/comments/1665544/66594846#comment_66594846)

Recommended 24 times

 I’m shocked that people are shocked at Republicans being who they’ve always been. 

(/user/thickasabrick)

[new]


thickasabrick (/user/thickasabrick) tdor66

May 24 · 08:33:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66594901#comment_66594901)

Recommended 16 times

Not shocked really, more like disgusted.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) tdor66

May 25 · 07:42:36 AM (/comments/1665544/66606701#comment_66606701)

Recommended 1 time

They seem to have gotten even worse. And acquired a Russian flavor



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) tdor66

May 26 · 06:48:44 AM (/comments/1665544/66618792#comment_66618792)

Recommended 1 time

True dat.  Kansans don’t ‘think’ much — they just do as they are told.



(/user/MousieCat2000)

[new]


MousieCat2000 (/user/MousieCat2000) May 24 · 08:32:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66594891#comment_66594891)

Recommended 27 times

Who do these GOPers think believes the “paid protesters” line? Certainly not the people who
showed up at his town halls. Maybe the die-hard #Drumpf supporters? Even they are becoming
disillusioned by all the lies and idiocy.

(/user/Jason Of Argo)

[new]


Jason Of Argo (/user/Jason Of Argo) MousieCat2000

May 24 · 09:48:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66595844#comment_66595844)

Recommended 10 times

The same people who believed that Vietnam War Protesters were paid Commies.
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(/user/gffish)

[new]


gffish (/user/gffish) Jason Of Argo

May 24 · 12:31:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66598068#comment_66598068)

Recommended 4 times

I always thought belief showed a supreme level of disconnect from reality.  If
they were truly communists who were protesting the Vietnam War, they would
not have wanted to be paid, since being paid would be selling out to the
bourgeois, capitalist system.



(/user/ChurchofBruce)

[new]


ChurchofBruce (/user/ChurchofBruce) MousieCat2000

May 24 · 10:31:40 AM (/comments/1665544/66596368#comment_66596368)

Recommended 14 times

I’m doing “Letter from Birmingham Jail” with my Juniors right now, and one of the things
I’m making sure to emphasize is just how hard MLK hit on the “outside agitators” bullshit
that was thrown at *him*. 



(/user/MrJersey)

[new]


MrJersey (/user/MrJersey) May 24 · 08:34:14 AM (/comments/1665544/66594909#comment_66594909)

Recommended 44 times

What exactly are they praying for when “We pray before ball games”  Are they praying for God to
be on their side and allow them to win the game?  Isn’t that a little trivial for God to involve himself
in on the global scale.  Are they praying for God to humiliate their opponents and smite them
down?  Are their opponents praying for the same thing, a victory over the unworthy?  Why would
God even take sides in a ball game?  Are the opponents unGodly who deserve smiting down.  I
never understood this prayer thing before ball games.  Like God would give a shit who won.  I
would hope that he or she would have better things to keep track of. 

(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) MrJersey

May 24 · 10:01:21 AM (/comments/1665544/66595984#comment_66595984)

Recommended 13 times

It may be a outgrowth of Jesus’ promise to be there “whenever two or more of you are
gathered in my name”. Thus, traditionally, a prayer is offered at the outset of any meeting
to keep folks’ minds on higher things while they play baseball or bridge, hang with fellow
Elks, plot a lynching, whatever.

The problem, as usual, arises when the form outlives the function, then the form gets all
corrupt and weird. Kinda like cancer of the appendix.



(/user/talas20)

[new]


talas20 (/user/talas20) jakebob

May 24 · 10:12:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66596114#comment_66596114)

Recommended 9 times

Rec for “plot a lynching”.  Thanks for the smile.



(/user/marksb)

[new]


marksb (/user/marksb) MrJersey

May 24 · 10:44:57 AM (/comments/1665544/66596572#comment_66596572)

Recommended 10 times

Having grown up in LA in the 60’s, when the Dodgers had both Koufax and Drysdale on
the mound, I heard the Lord’s name used quite often. With Koufax is was usually about
the fact that no one, umpire included, could see the G_damned ball it was so fast: “Jesus,
did you see that?” “No, did you?” With Drysdale it was about the fact that when his fastball
was coming in at your head, you better hit the dirt and pray to Jehovah that you ducked
fast enough. So yeah, prayer at games. 



(/user/milkbone)

[new]


milkbone (/user/milkbone) marksb

May 24 · 11:26:06 AM (/comments/1665544/66597189#comment_66597189)

It’s like that old line, “As long as there are algebra tests, there will always be
prayer in schools”.
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Recommended 8 times

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) marksb

May 25 · 07:46:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66606744#comment_66606744)

Recommended 0 times

Being familiar with research on brain and spinal cord injuries, I always prayed for
the players to be safe



(/user/Major Kong)

[new]


Major Kong (/user/Major Kong) MrJersey

May 24 · 11:26:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66597200#comment_66597200)

Recommended 13 times

That’s why there are so many earthquakes and tornadoes. The almighty is too busy
helping people score touchdowns and win Grammy Awards to intervene.



(/user/Getting1)

[new]


Getting1 (/user/Getting1) Major Kong

May 24 · 12:37:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66598148#comment_66598148)

Recommended 6 times

Koch Brothers and their buddies are causing a lot of te earthquakes, nowadays.
Probably the increase in tornadoes due to Climate Change, too.



(/user/gffish)

[new]


gffish (/user/gffish) MrJersey May 24 · 12:33:15 PM (/comments/1665544/66598090#comment_66598090)

Recommended 0 times

I know that when I was a Lakers fan, I always prayed, “God, please let Shaquille make a
free throw!”



(/user/VictorLaszlo)

[new]


VictorLaszlo (/user/VictorLaszlo) MrJersey

May 24 · 12:50:43 PM (/comments/1665544/66598305#comment_66598305)

Recommended 8 times

Yeah, this is pretty much the dumbest shit ever.

We pray before ball games.

What he's saying is that he is proud to value tradition and piety over common sense. In
other words, the dude is like an anchor holding back all human progress.



(/user/mosleytwo)

[new]


mosleytwo (/user/mosleytwo) MrJersey

May 25 · 03:52:46 PM (/comments/1665544/66613017#comment_66613017)

Recommended 0 times

It makes you wonder doesn't it?



(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien) MrJersey

May 25 · 08:41:59 PM (/comments/1665544/66616133#comment_66616133)

Recommended 1 time

I don’t think God cares who wins a game.  But it would be fine with me to pray for all to do
their best, have a good time, with good sportsmanship, and no injuries, and such. But not
to openly pray at a public school event.  However, one can always pray silently, and no
one will ever know.  Jesus advised not to make a show of prayer, but to closet yourself and
do prayer alone, in order to be private and not show off.  Of course, in a religious service
you can pray openly.  Republicans like to be seen praying, as if that made them holier.
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(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) MrJersey

May 26 · 06:50:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66618804#comment_66618804)

Recommended 1 time

That's exactly what they’re praying for.  They are idiots, basically.  The way people drive
around here they are assuming Jeebus will take care of them so they don’t have to do
anything.  Drives me INSANE!!!!



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Mustang3

May 26 · 12:47:01 PM (/comments/1665544/66623683#comment_66623683)

Recommended 0 times

The Rolling Stones’ “Girl with Faraway Eyes”—is that set in Kansas?



(/user/Glenn Magus Harvey)

[new]


Glenn Magus Harvey (/user/Glenn Magus Harvey)

May 24 · 08:54:00 AM (/comments/1665544/66595158#comment_66595158)

Recommended 53 times

Please, please someone use his comment about out-of-state license plates when running against
him, to highlight that he does not understand his district.

(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) Glenn Magus Harvey

May 24 · 07:37:34 PM (/comments/1665544/66602951#comment_66602951)

Recommended 2 times

I’m more interested in how he lives his life; and how he treats others than what kind of
license plate he has. Yikes! What kind of values is that?



(/user/Glenn Magus Harvey)

[new]


Glenn Magus Harvey (/user/Glenn Magus Ha MRBMichigan

May 24 · 09:32:46 PM (/comments/1665544/66604008#comment_66604008)

Recommended 1 time

Haha, good point, but I’ll be happy to just see him booted out of office for being
out-of-touch with his district.

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Glenn Magus Harvey

May 26 · 06:52:05 AM (/comments/1665544/66618826#comment_66618826)

Recommended 0 times

You  might not like him if he WAS ‘in touch’ with his district,
unfortunately.



(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichig Mustang3

May 26 · 07:13:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66619067#comment_66619067)

Recommended 1 time

You seem to have a LOT of negative ideas. Why is that?

... 

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/John MRBMichigan

May 26 · 11:05:08 AM (/comments/1665544

/66622142#comment_66622142)

Recommended 1 time

He’s from Kansas—what do you expect?  Read
Thomas Frank’s What’s the Matter with Kansas?

... 

(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]
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May 26 · 12:59:34 PM (/comments/1665544

/66623827#comment_66623827)

Recommended 1 time

Well, I expect there are some decent people
in Kansas—do think there’s something in the
water???

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user MRBMichigan

May 26 · 01:33:51 PM (/comments/1665544

/66624193#comment_66624193)

Recommended 0 times

High concentrations of lead and cadmium,
one would think.

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Glenn Magus Harvey

May 26 · 06:51:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66618820#comment_66618820)

Recommended 0 times

Not many SANE people would WANT to understand this district.  



(/user/Fury)

[new]


Fury (/user/Fury) May 24 · 08:55:44 AM (/comments/1665544/66595175#comment_66595175)

Recommended 22 times

Excuse my French, but I do believe these republican f**kers are going down. The more they expose
themselves, the more furious the 65% of us who aren’t republican f**kers are becoming.

(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) Fury

May 24 · 09:24:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66595547#comment_66595547)

Recommended 15 times

Only if we get more of those 65% to register and vote.



(/user/ynohtnA)

[new]


ynohtnA (/user/ynohtnA) Fury May 24 · 12:34:50 PM (/comments/1665544/66598111#comment_66598111)

Recommended 3 times

Technically, excuse your German or possibly your Anglo-Saxon depending on how close
you want to get to the modern term.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Fury

May 26 · 06:52:39 AM (/comments/1665544/66618833#comment_66618833)

Recommended 0 times

You ARE an optimist, aren’t you?



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Fury

May 26 · 11:11:41 AM (/comments/1665544/66622247#comment_66622247)

Recommended 0 times

That’s why they’re rigging the electoral system—they need insurance.  I keep urging
people to watch the 2016 documentary, The Best Democracy Money Can Buy
(www.gregpalast.com (http://www.gregpalast.com)), which highlights a lot of Republiklan
bullshit—gerrymandering, purging of voter rosters, etc., etc.



(/user/FischFry)

[new]


FischFry (/user/FischFry) May 24 · 09:01:04 AM (/comments/1665544/66595242#comment_66595242)
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Recommended 36 times

They always mention out of state plates. I’ve yet to see photographs. Those photos would be
helpful because it would allow the owners to identify themselves. As other commenters note, if
there are out-of-state plates, they will belong to people who have moved there. That’s very
American. It’s un-American to assert that their opinions don’t cont just because they didn’t grow up
in that place. No one is driving hours from another state to boo at a town hall. It’s ludicrous. But,
even if it were true, that’s as American as it gets. So long as the votes of members of Congress
affect every American, we all have an interest in how each of them votes. Frankly, it’s un-American
to try and divide us and dismiss critics that way.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) FischFry

May 26 · 06:53:54 AM (/comments/1665544/66618845#comment_66618845)

Recommended 0 times

<< It’s un-American to assert that their opinions don’t cont just because they didn’t grow
up in that place.»

However, you even hear that back East, too.  IF you didn’t grow up here, you don’t belong
here, basically.  Real nice.  THis is where adults still live a block down from their parents,
like in Boston.



(/user/zillime)

[new]


zillime (/user/zillime) May 24 · 09:05:00 AM (/comments/1665544/66595289#comment_66595289)

Recommended 25 times

The people who go to these town hall meetings and then are demeaned and vilified will vote in the
mid term elections.  If all is as it should be these insulting congressmen will find out just exactly
how their scorn and disdain for their constituents have benefited their election chances.  It seems
that many of the GOPers believe that they are working for republicans when the reality is they
work for the people, that they insult, who may not be filled with joy that these guys do not listen
and do not care and do not believe that the people matter.  WE DO!

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) zillime

May 24 · 11:27:02 AM (/comments/1665544/66597204#comment_66597204)

Recommended 8 times

Someone needs to ask him about those claims at his next town hall. Also remind him that
his district has a high proportion of military. Then ask him if he is implying that the
military are paid agitators.



(/user/higdorw)

[new]


higdorw (/user/higdorw) zillime

May 24 · 08:49:27 PM (/comments/1665544/66603665#comment_66603665)

Recommended 0 times

But he does work for the GOP!



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) higdorw

May 26 · 12:46:48 PM (/comments/1665544/66623682#comment_66623682)

Recommended 0 times

G.O.P. = Gang of Pinheads.



(/user/yet another liberal)

[new]


yet another liberal (/user/yet another liberal)

May 24 · 09:05:42 AM (/comments/1665544/66595296#comment_66595296)

Recommended 19 times

Oh boy

He better watch out with tossing around un-American.  He might himself under subpoena to testify
against his GOP buddies about where the money comes from.

Watch out pal.  Call home to Russia or testify about your GOP pals.  Bye.
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(/user/PrahaPartizan)
[new]


PrahaPartizan (/user/PrahaPartizan) May 24 · 09:08:46 AM (/comments/1665544/66595345#comment_66595345)

Recommended 31 times

Note how gutless he is too.  He slimes his constituents in a venue in which they cannot respond. 
What a typical Republican!  They can’t take the heat so all they do is conduct a whispering
campaign like slighted teenagers in middle school.  His constituents need to take notice and elect a
real adult to the job.

(/user/gffish)

[new]


gffish (/user/gffish) PrahaPartizan

May 24 · 12:34:57 PM (/comments/1665544/66598112#comment_66598112)

Recommended 5 times

This is the first Congressional district in Kansas.  We haven’t had a real adult who cared
about all of humanity represent us in Congress during my lifetime.



(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) gffish

May 25 · 06:12:15 AM (/comments/1665544/66605880#comment_66605880)

Recommended 3 times

I hope you are involved with your local party! We have way too many Americans
sitting around complaining, who do nothing to help. I have a son like that—he is
reading the Federalist papers,  while Washington (and Kansas) burn.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) MRBMichigan

May 26 · 11:19:13 AM (/comments/1665544/66622372#comment_66622372)

Recommended 1 time

Maybe part of the problem is that there’s not enough  reading going on. 
“I love the poorly educated!” (Donald Trump)  Republicans should at
least read the Constitution—what is that, 30 pages long?  Oh, but there’s
no time!  Dancing with the Stars is on!



(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichig Johnny Coyote

May 26 · 12:48:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66623713#comment_66623713)

Recommended 1 time

Don’t quite know why Mr. Trump said he ‘loves the poorly
educated’ —but then I often don’t understand his rantings.
However Mr. Trump brags about attending the Wharton
School—sort of implying it is a private place; but it is part of the
University of Pennsylvania, which is a public university. He also
sent some of his ‘children’ there; maybe because it is cheaper
than going to a private university—and, maybe because none
of them could get in one of our prestigious universities. [It
meant he had money left to gold-plate his LR.]

But, I think it is important to read stuff, if you want to be
informed about things. Mr. Trump brags he ‘never reads
anything’. I say, ‘Why learn to read, if you are NOT going to
read anything?’

But, of course, I’m a little biased...But, we all need to be
involved, also—reading won’t get the work done.

... 

(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) PrahaPartizan

May 25 · 06:13:12 AM (/comments/1665544/66605886#comment_66605886)

Recommended 1 time

I hope you are working on the next election?



(/user/PrahaPartizan)

[new]


PrahaPartizan (/user/PrahaPartizan) MRBMichigan

May 25 · 10:07:26 AM (/comments/1665544/66608677#comment_66608677)

Recommended 0 times

As a matter of fact, I am.
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(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) PrahaPartizan

May 25 · 01:09:22 PM (/comments/1665544/66611324#comment_66611324)

Recommended 2 times

Glad to hear it! Me, too! We all need to help our country.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) PrahaPartizan

May 26 · 06:54:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66618854#comment_66618854)

Recommended 0 times

There aren't any in KS in politics.



(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) PrahaPartizan

May 26 · 12:50:58 PM (/comments/1665544/66623729#comment_66623729)

Recommended 0 times

Yep! Paul Ryan & Mitch McConnell often remind me of Middle School kids—the ones that
weren’t very well brought up.



(/user/yet another liberal)

[new]


yet another liberal (/user/yet another liberal)

May 24 · 09:09:08 AM (/comments/1665544/66595352#comment_66595352)

Recommended 7 times

Look

You people already have a right work.  What the hell else you want from me?  Get back to work.

(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) yet another liberal

May 24 · 09:25:50 AM (/comments/1665544/66595563#comment_66595563)

Recommended 2 times

That is snark, right?



(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) MikeTheLiberal

May 24 · 11:46:54 AM (/comments/1665544/66597470#comment_66597470)

Recommended 2 times

that was snark, I bet.



(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) May 24 · 09:13:23 AM (/comments/1665544/66595405#comment_66595405)

Recommended 4 times

republicans are pigs — and not the good kind

(/user/ThoughtCriminal44)

[new]


ThoughtCriminal44 (/user/ThoughtCriminal44) memofromturner

May 24 · 09:18:20 AM (/comments/1665544/66595467#comment_66595467)

Recommended 4 times

Pigs eventually get slaughtered.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]
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May 26 · 06:55:29 AM (/comments/1665544/66618859#comment_66618859)

Recommended 1 time

Hopefully.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) ThoughtCriminal44

May 26 · 11:22:46 AM (/comments/1665544/66622438#comment_66622438)

Recommended 0 times

“They don’t know what they’ve been lackin’ / What they need’s a damned good
whackin’!”  (George Harrison)



(/user/AnnoyingMan)

[new]


AnnoyingMan (/user/AnnoyingMan) memofromturner

May 24 · 10:01:55 AM (/comments/1665544/66595991#comment_66595991)

Recommended 8 times

They’ve brought the giant inflatable pigs from the Pink Floyd “Animals” tour out of storage
and are going to tour them around the world and float them in front of Trump Hotels and
properties.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) AnnoyingMan

May 25 · 07:50:47 AM (/comments/1665544/66606800#comment_66606800)

Recommended 2 times

That should be the new GOP symbol, not the elephant. A pig breaking out of an
elephant suit



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) polliwonk

May 26 · 11:25:50 AM (/comments/1665544/66622491#comment_66622491)

Recommended 0 times

I don’t know.  Lyin’ Ryan looks like a weasel; Bitch McConnell looks like
an opossum; Don the Con, like an iguana . . .



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Johnny Coyote

May 28 · 12:45:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66639398#comment_66639398)

0 Recommend

Don the Con reminds me of a moray eel. Must be the mouth
— narrow and mean, snappy jaws, sharp teeth, known for its
lightning grabs.





(/user/danvshea)

[new]


danvshea (/user/danvshea) May 24 · 09:15:08 AM (/comments/1665544/66595422#comment_66595422)

Recommended 12 times

Wamego, KS. My home town. 

(/user/yet another liberal)

[new]


yet another liberal (/user/yet another liberal) danvshea

May 24 · 09:16:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66595435#comment_66595435)

Recommended 13 times

You got paid to bus in?



(/user/danvshea)

[new]


danvshea (/user/danvshea) yet another liberal

May 24 · 11:38:24 AM (/comments/1665544/66597364#comment_66597364)
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Recommended 6 times

Actually, I think it’s been several years since I’ve been there. A friend’s funeral, if I
recall. 

(/user/Getting1)

[new]


Getting1 (/user/Getting1) danvshea

May 24 · 12:43:30 PM (/comments/1665544/66598213#comment_66598213)

Recommended 2 times

When I saw him in the Fourth of July parade, I wished I could vote against him. I live in
another district, so I couldn't. His ads turned my stomach.



(/user/ThoughtCriminal44)

[new]


ThoughtCriminal44 (/user/ThoughtCriminal44)

May 24 · 09:17:59 AM (/comments/1665544/66595463#comment_66595463)

Recommended 19 times

Which flag do you salute, you grievous fuck?  This one?

attribution: © Royalty-Free/Corbis

(/user/Lurker in the Dark)

[new]


Lurker in the Dark (/user/Lurker in the Dark) ThoughtCriminal44

May 24 · 10:52:34 AM (/comments/1665544/66596702#comment_66596702)

Recommended 4 times

To be fair, Rethuglicans lizard brain see’s Red, White & Blue, pattern of said colors is a
non-factor to their instinctual Patriot Chubby...



(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) May 24 · 09:19:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66595487#comment_66595487)

Recommended 8 times

Well, don’t hold your breath waiting.

There are basically two types of Americans: those who think America belongs to the white men,
and real Americans.

(/user/CPT Doom)

[new]


CPT Doom (/user/CPT Doom) May 24 · 09:25:20 AM (/comments/1665544/66595558#comment_66595558)

Recommended 27 times

I’m old enough to remember when “Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbors” was
one of the 10 Commandments. Now it’s the go-to political strategy for “Christians.” 

(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) CPT Doom

May 24 · 10:11:33 AM (/comments/1665544/66596095#comment_66596095)

Begging the question, “who are my neighbors?”

Tell us again, Jesus.

[spoiler: some story about a damn furriner with nothing better to do on a Sabbath
morning than interfere with someone’s god-given right to lie in the ditch bleeding to
death.] Totally un-american. /S
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Recommended 9 times

(/user/xaxnar)

[new]


xaxnar (/user/xaxnar) May 24 · 09:28:59 AM (/comments/1665544/66595594#comment_66595594)

Recommended 6 times

Typical GOP “Holier than thou” elitist. He needs a stronger bubble for a safe space.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) xaxnar

May 26 · 06:56:48 AM (/comments/1665544/66618873#comment_66618873)

Recommended 0 times

I dunno.  The bubbles in KS are pretty damned strong!



(/user/ThePhlebob)

[new]


ThePhlebob (/user/ThePhlebob) May 24 · 09:37:11 AM (/comments/1665544/66595680#comment_66595680)

Recommended 7 times

“Occam’s razor makes it far more likely the out of state plates were by families of
those serving in our military or students who have located to Kansas thanks to
nearby Kansas State University.”

On the other hand, a typical conspiracy theory tactic is to claim that the very absence of evidence is
also proof of the theory.  Had there not been any out-of-state plates, he might well have pointed to
that as a clever cover-up.

(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) ThePhlebob

May 24 · 10:12:39 AM (/comments/1665544/66596110#comment_66596110)

Recommended 3 times

“I could be arguing in my spare time”



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) ThePhlebob

May 24 · 11:28:12 AM (/comments/1665544/66597217#comment_66597217)

Recommended 3 times

The the next question should be “Do you really believe your own bullshit?”



(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Anna Lemma

May 24 · 02:25:51 PM (/comments/1665544/66599401#comment_66599401)

Recommended 1 time

 That sounds like something Jack O’Neill would say. I like it!



(/user/hannah)

[new]


hannah (/user/hannah) May 24 · 09:38:05 AM (/comments/1665544/66595692#comment_66595692)

Somehow, congress critters have got the impression (wishful thinking) that they only have to
attend to people who voted for them. In part, that’s just the result of a desire to limit the
electorate, consistent with the segregationist impulse.

That said, the euphemism seems to be the lingo of the Southern states and, for example, “public
servant” is presumed to actually refer to a leader or someone who’s in charge. For some reason,
the impulse to claim an unearned social status has to be hidden. I mean, who in his right mind
would volunteer to be a public servant? Right? It’s sort of like wishing someone a “good day”
instead of telling them to go jump in the lake.

On the other hand, there is a factual basis for a mood of desperation on Capitol Hill. The
Republicans lost 9 House seats in 2016.  Only 23 out of 435 have to be flipped in 2018 for
Democrats to take charge.
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Recommended 14 times

(/user/Silent Spring)

[new]


Silent Spring (/user/Silent Spring) May 24 · 09:39:21 AM (/comments/1665544/66595707#comment_66595707)

Recommended 12 times

Beautiful responses to this idiot.  This is the face of resistance.

(/user/beaky)

[new]


beaky (/user/beaky) May 24 · 09:40:45 AM (/comments/1665544/66595732#comment_66595732)

Recommended 23 times

This is the republican line. It’s all about paid protestors. My state rep (or Sen) Eichelberger is
holding a Town Hall and made it clear they’ll be checking residency because of all of the organized
groups and Planned Parenthood. As if you can’t be simultaneously organized, local and angry.

The truth is we Democrats in red areas just used to keep our heads down and not bother dealing
with our republican reps because it literally is a waste of time. But we’ve learned from the Tea Party
to be obnoxious now too and they can’t handle it.

(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) May 24 · 09:43:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66595781#comment_66595781)

Recommended 13 times

Wow...this guy hates his own electorate. I hope they return the views...

(/user/jrasicmark)

[new]


jrasicmark (/user/jrasicmark) May 24 · 09:48:13 AM (/comments/1665544/66595837#comment_66595837)

Recommended 3 times

I hope someone showed these to Marshall. Does he have a Facebook page?

(/user/I am a Patriot)

[new]


I am a Patriot (/user/I am a Patriot) jrasicmark

May 24 · 10:51:31 AM (/comments/1665544/66596680#comment_66596680)

Recommended 1 time

Yes he does.

www.facebook.com/... (https://www.facebook.com/RogerMarshallMD/)



(/user/chloris creator)

[new]


chloris creator (/user/chloris creator) May 24 · 09:50:40 AM (/comments/1665544/66595873#comment_66595873)

Recommended 12 times

If only someone were paying us to protest! 

(/user/jrasicmark)

[new]


jrasicmark (/user/jrasicmark) chloris creator

May 24 · 09:56:17 AM (/comments/1665544/66595938#comment_66595938)

Recommended 8 times

Yeah, I need the work!



(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) jrasicmark

May 24 · 02:23:27 PM (/comments/1665544/66599378#comment_66599378)

Recommended 3 times

 It would be good for exercise, and would take me to far and exciting places!
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(/user/Mustang3)
[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) JES1

May 26 · 06:58:24 AM (/comments/1665544/66618892#comment_66618892)

Recommended 2 times

i.e., OUT of KS.



(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Mustang3

May 26 · 05:44:06 PM (/comments/1665544/66626827#comment_66626827)

Recommended 0 times

 Preferably out of Fl. Lord, it’s too hot and humid here!



(/user/Observer343)

[new]


Observer343 (/user/Observer343) May 24 · 09:54:08 AM (/comments/1665544/66595911#comment_66595911)

Recommended 15 times

“We believe that Jesus taught that the poor and the sick should be taken care of, regardless of how
that might impact corporate profits.”

The parts of the Bible modern Republicans always ignore. FUCKERS! FUCKERS! FUCKERS!

(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Observer343 May 24 · 02:22:00 PM (/comments/1665544/66599366#comment_66599366)

Recommended 4 times

 Fuckers who are going to Hell, and hellbent on making Hell on Earth, dragging us along
with them, kicking, screaming (and perhaps shooting) if necessary.

 And for what? So they can live The Good Life for several decades?!



(/user/Diana in NoVa)

[new]


Diana in NoVa (/user/Diana in NoVa) May 24 · 09:55:00 AM (/comments/1665544/66595919#comment_66595919)

Recommended 2 times

What an effing batarde.

(/user/Quicklund)

[new]


Quicklund (/user/Quicklund) May 24 · 10:00:53 AM (/comments/1665544/66595977#comment_66595977)

Recommended 4 times

Yeah, well he i still in office and I bet his fee-fees aren’t even hurt. SO BFD some people called him
out. He’ll be in office 10 years form now. Gerrymandering has rendered elections meaningless.

We should demand more than this sort of thin gruel before we start crowing about Good News.
This news doesn’t make me feel any better it just proves how illegitimate my nations democracy
really is.

(/user/jasan)

[new]


jasan (/user/jasan) May 24 · 10:03:05 AM (/comments/1665544/66596003#comment_66596003)

Recommended 14 times

republicans, like this farce, only love the military when the military is fighting and dying.  When we
come home wounded and need medical care for ourselves and our families, these lying bastards
head for the hills and accuse us of being Un-American.

(/user/plok)

[new]


plok (/user/plok) May 24 · 10:09:23 AM (/comments/1665544/66596072#comment_66596072)

Recommended 0 times

I'll take this opportunity to remind the Kos community Nancy Pelosi said the same thing about the
other side. Called them astroturfers.

[new]
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(/user/ThinkerT) ThinkerT (/user/ThinkerT) plok

May 24 · 10:19:45 AM (/comments/1665544/66596204#comment_66596204)

Recommended 3 times

I recall that, but I don’t recall the context, which would be important before making a
comparison. 



(/user/plok)

[new]


plok (/user/plok) ThinkerT

May 24 · 10:26:39 AM (/comments/1665544/66596291#comment_66596291)

Recommended 3 times

There's no appropriate context for attacking voters. This is a lesson democrats
refuse to learn. A politician can attack a politician. A talking head can attack
voters. But politicians cannot attack voters.



(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) plok

May 24 · 12:00:17 PM (/comments/1665544/66597677#comment_66597677)

Recommended 3 times

when you call Pelosi’s comments ‘attacking the voters’, you are buying
into the Right Wing’s talking points. Calling out an astroturf movement is
not attacking ‘the voters’, when it's indeed people bussed in and/or
paid.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) plok

May 26 · 06:59:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66618903#comment_66618903)

Recommended 0 times

Well, an exception might be made for GOP voters. <G>



(/user/Les Common)

[new]


Les Common (/user/Les Common) plok

May 24 · 10:31:10 AM (/comments/1665544/66596361#comment_66596361)

Recommended 18 times

She was right.

Americans For Prosperity was Koch-funded tobacco-supporting astroturf.

www.huffingtonpost.com/… (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/brendan-demelle/study-
confirms-tea-party-_b_2663125.html)



(/user/plok)

[new]


plok (/user/plok) Les Common

May 24 · 10:36:11 AM (/comments/1665544/66596431#comment_66596431)

Recommended 0 times

if course she was right. You don't need to tell me a story I already referenced.

Deplorables

God and Guns crowd

I agree with it all. The lesson remains.



(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) plok

May 24 · 11:11:47 AM (/comments/1665544/66596970#comment_66596970)

Recommended 3 times

You were the who dropped the “bothsiderism”
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(/user/Brentspeak)

[new]


Brentspeak (/user/Brentspeak) Les Common

May 24 · 10:41:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66596518#comment_66596518)

Recommended 6 times

That is correct. Which is why the GOP is trying to project their own sins onto their
opponents: both to rewrite the past and to thwart valid accusations against
paid-protester-employing Repubs in the future.



(/user/OzarkOrc)

[new]


OzarkOrc (/user/OzarkOrc) Les Common

May 24 · 02:04:33 PM (/comments/1665544/66599180#comment_66599180)

Recommended 0 times

Was and Is.



(/user/FreeSpeaker)

[new]


FreeSpeaker (/user/FreeSpeaker) plok

May 24 · 10:41:50 AM (/comments/1665544/66596524#comment_66596524)

Recommended 6 times

Yeah, and Obama’s first press secretary called progressives the “Professional Left”. I was
once referred to as an outside agitator. Those in power typically go tribal at the first sign
of opposition. These powerful tend to forget that any citizen has the right and, I think, the
obligation to speak truth to power. They don’t like this; so, they’ll use any slander or
defamation that they can throw up to retain power.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) FreeSpeaker

May 26 · 07:00:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66618917#comment_66618917)

Recommended 0 times

Very true and somewhat applicable to both sides when they feel aggrieved.



(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) plok May 24 · 11:56:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66597612#comment_66597612)

Recommended 12 times

a few years later, Mother Jones and others have documented that the Tea Party was to a
significant extent a coordinated, planned action by Koch Brothers / Americans for
Prosperity and others. They had a blueprint that was used to rail against tobacco
regulations, and just switched it over, together with leftover funds, to railing against
Obamacare, the Stimulus, all things Obama eventually. Pelosi did not know that at the
time, but she nailed it. Pretend to be all grassroot-y but have national coordination,
messaging discipline, training — and, of course, money to pay for it. So Mr Marshall is
saying this about our side now, as have Right wingers for a long time (Soros!!! the Tides
Foundation! Boooyah!). Marshall’s claim is bogus. Pelosi’s turned out to be true. And what
was your point?



(/user/willard landreth)

[new]


willard landreth (/user/willard landreth) May 24 · 10:26:01 AM (/comments/1665544/66596281#comment_66596281)

Recommended 2 times

Yet again a christian spouts BULLSHIT.  Are we done with this cult yet?  I am.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) willard landreth

May 26 · 11:33:46 AM (/comments/1665544/66622626#comment_66622626)

Recommended 0 times

“The last Christian died on the cross.”



(/user/Brentspeak)

[new]


Brentspeak (/user/Brentspeak) May 24 · 10:39:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66596483#comment_66596483)

What are the chances the DNC will fund advertisements highlighting both Marshall’s out-of-state
campaign donors and the valid points made by local Democratic district chair? 

Do I have a reason to be cynical?
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Recommended 5 times

(/user/Chris Reeves)

[new]


Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) Brentspeak

May 24 · 11:07:53 AM (/comments/1665544/66596915#comment_66596915)

Recommended 2 times

Long shot, but not impossible.. primarily because ad time is cheap.  For $500, you can
pretty much blanket an area when ads can be purchased for 25-50 cents per run.



(/user/pcn8229)

[new]


pcn8229 (/user/pcn8229) May 24 · 10:40:55 AM (/comments/1665544/66596505#comment_66596505)

Recommended 4 times

Kansas GOP politicians seem to drink deeply from the well of ignorance. Brownback and his GOP
allies have undermined that state to such an alarming degree that they should serve as a
cautionary tale to the entire country about voting for any politician that thinks, speaks and acts as
they do. Marshall seems to be another in a long line of GOP Kansas politicians that have marched
that state into reverse and almost destroyed it. It’s scary to think that long-range ballistic missiles
with nuclear warheads are stationed there.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) pcn8229

May 26 · 07:02:02 AM (/comments/1665544/66618930#comment_66618930)

Recommended 1 time

And, given enough time, they WILL completely destroy it.  Or climate change will, when
nothing will grow here any more.  But that’s a hoax, right?



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Mustang3

May 26 · 11:41:51 AM (/comments/1665544/66622768#comment_66622768)

Recommended 0 times

Man, haven’t you been paying attention?  The Chinese are behind that hoax; they
have also been bankrolling all the protests against Don the Con.  (And all you
protestors who want to get your payment—you have to go into a Chinese
take-out place and ask for egg foo yung—“with the special sauce.”)



(/user/KUDem)

[new]


KUDem (/user/KUDem) May 24 · 10:48:22 AM (/comments/1665544/66596626#comment_66596626)

Recommended 11 times

Having grown up in Kansas I can safely say that you probably can’t pay people to drive to Wamego.
It’s a 3 hour drive from the nearest airport. The Nickerson Farms and Stuckey’s closed long ago.
Once you are in Wamego, you are in Kansas — and there just isn’t that much going on. We Kansans
may think the Flint Hills have beauty, but I’d bet most outsiders just see miles and miles of more
miles and miles. The honorable Rep is far too self important if he thinks outsiders care.  And by the
way — that’s the problem with much of flyover country — things like American Family Radio
indoctrinate the masses. Bill Gates, Warren Buffet and Mark Zuckerburg need to buy up some local
stations to give this a fair shot. 

(/user/libvetwoman)

[new]


libvetwoman (/user/libvetwoman) KUDem

May 24 · 12:17:44 PM (/comments/1665544/66597914#comment_66597914)

Recommended 5 times

Mark  Zuckerburg is a republican.  Bill Gates donates hundreds of millions of dollars to
501 c 4 orgs that then funnel the money to GOP PACs and candidates. Buffet, although
politically moderate, made his money investing in companies that ignore labor laws,
environmental laws,human rights laws, and engage in Union busting and black balling
union organizers.  So I would not count on any of them investing in any
“Liberal/Progressive” radio stations.



(/user/Getting1)

[new]


Getting1 (/user/Getting1) KUDem

May 24 · 12:52:31 PM (/comments/1665544/66598328#comment_66598328)
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Recommended 3 times

KUDem,

I'd love for the ‘hate’ radio around here to get off the air. Agreed for the miles and miles
but at least it varies a little. I drive from Topeka to near Ft. Riley to visit my daughter and
her family. 

As for flying, the area has seen an update, since you've lived around here,  with
Manhattan’s airport being upgraded and they've gotten  great connecting flights out.
Actually has a better air service than Topeka. People I know prefer flying out of there than
driving to KCI. Don't have the high parking fees and finding your car is easier.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) KUDem

May 26 · 07:04:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66618954#comment_66618954)

Recommended 1 time

I’m a born and raise Kansan and I DO think the Flint Hills are beautiful, but, as you say, not
many others do.  And driving through Western Kansas is like driving on the MOON, much
like driving through Nevada!  Nary a tree in sight.  But if you grew up on the prairie, it’s in
your soul.  The population?  Now THAT’S an entirely different matter.  I got OUT soon and
learned about the real world, and coming back to KS now is like visiting something in a Sci
Fi book, it’s so ridiculous on the face of it.  It would almost drive one to suicide in fact.



(/user/JBraden)

[new]


JBraden (/user/JBraden) May 24 · 10:48:35 AM (/comments/1665544/66596629#comment_66596629)

Recommended 2 times

Mike Hankins for Congress!

(/user/TofG)

[new]


TofG (/user/TofG) May 24 · 10:52:24 AM (/comments/1665544/66596698#comment_66596698)

Recommended 2 times

It’s obvious Roger Marshall can’t handle the truth.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) TofG

May 26 · 07:05:46 AM (/comments/1665544/66618968#comment_66618968)

Recommended 0 times

He's never made its acquaintance, probably.



(/user/rainmanjr)

[new]


rainmanjr (/user/rainmanjr) May 24 · 10:58:12 AM (/comments/1665544/66596774#comment_66596774)

Recommended 1 time

Well good. Maybe the residents should love democrats a bit more and Jesus of Nazareth a bit less. I
doubt we’ll see that happen, though, so fuck them.

(/user/dixlee)

[new]


dixlee (/user/dixlee) May 24 · 11:05:58 AM (/comments/1665544/66596891#comment_66596891)

Recommended 2 times

Simple solution to turds like Marshall. Flush them in ‘18!

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) May 24 · 11:14:17 AM (/comments/1665544/66597006#comment_66597006)

This is not what a public servant does.

Of course it’s not — Republicans don’t DO “public” service.  Republicans represent their DONORS,
not the people who live in the districts that they allegedly represent.

Regardless of what you and your friends and neighbors in Wamego might think, Roger Marshall
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Recommended 9 times

believes that he represents the majority in Kansas … or at least, the majority of the MONEY —  in
the persons of Charles and David Koch.  They are the only people in Kansas who NEED
representation, as far as he’s concerned.

(/user/Strong Woman)

[new]


Strong Woman (/user/Strong Woman) May 24 · 11:18:16 AM (/comments/1665544/66597070#comment_66597070)

Recommended 10 times

If I can get paid to protest, please let me know where to sign up.  I’ve been doing it for free for
decades!  Can I get back pay?  The only one paid to be at that meeting was Marshall and he
screwed it up.

(/user/Northern Pacific)

[new]


Northern Pacific (/user/Northern Pacific) May 24 · 11:24:10 AM (/comments/1665544/66597161#comment_66597161)

Recommended 4 times

Paid protesters huh? It is a common fault to suspect others of doing what you have already
decided to do.

(/user/Chris Reeves)

[new]


Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) Northern Pacific

May 24 · 11:30:32 AM (/comments/1665544/66597244#comment_66597244)

Recommended 2 times

I don’t even know who I’d go to if I wanted to get reimbursed for gas money. 



(/user/Billy Wenzel)

[new]


Billy Wenzel (/user/Billy Wenzel) Northern Pacific

May 24 · 11:55:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66597609#comment_66597609)

Recommended 4 times

Hmmm.  Paid protesters, eh?  Didn’t Trump pay people to boost the numbers when he
announced his candidacy?  Oh, I forgot- the rules don’t apply to Republicans.



(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Billy Wenzel

May 24 · 01:25:13 PM (/comments/1665544/66598735#comment_66598735)

Recommended 2 times

 They do, it’s just they are meaningless unless they are enforced somehow.



(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) May 24 · 11:35:14 AM (/comments/1665544/66597309#comment_66597309)

Recommended 9 times

 If there is one insult that pisses me off, it is the accusation that I am un-American, and do not
believe in the values of liberty and equality.

 I might not be Christian, or even practice my own religion, but that does not make me
un-American. Nor is religion an important condition of being an American.

 Accusing one of being disloyal to one’s county is one of the oldest fascist plays in the book, and
Marshall should remember that I can accuse him of the same thing.

 At the very least, he has proven himself as an ignorant ass who needs to apologize to his fellow
citizens, including the officers and their families stationed at Fort Riley.

(/user/SottoVoce)

[new]


SottoVoce (/user/SottoVoce) May 24 · 11:36:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66597334#comment_66597334)

Drives me crazy when these smug, sanctimonious GOP Congressmen act as if they own Christianity
and berate others for failing to be sufficiently Godly, while at the same time passing bills that are
so unchristian in every way. 
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Recommended 19 times

(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) May 24 · 11:53:14 AM (/comments/1665544/66597567#comment_66597567)

Recommended 4 times

Kansas Congressman Roger Marshall is seriously arrogant in deciding who is un-American.
When you dislike people who are NOT like you—you don’t represent most of the people I know.

(/user/defluxion10)

[new]


defluxion10 (/user/defluxion10) MRBMichigan

May 24 · 04:12:26 PM (/comments/1665544/66600433#comment_66600433)

Recommended 1 time

Fact we as a Nation are all Un-American see America is the name of The New World sub
divided into North, Central and South and so to be “Americans” as a name for members of
a Nation the whole of The New World would have to be one nation. In truth the other
countries of The World should demand that the terms America and Americans no longer
be used to reference The United States of America and it’s citizens who should be
called Unitedstateians/USAians/USAites/Unitedstateites/ETC..



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) MRBMichigan

May 26 · 07:08:30 AM (/comments/1665544/66619004#comment_66619004)

Recommended 0 times

Well, he is a physician -- that’s how they’re taught to be.  Authority, ya know.



(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) Mustang3

May 26 · 07:12:08 AM (/comments/1665544/66619052#comment_66619052)

Recommended 0 times

No, they aren’t taught to act like that. Where did you get that information? I
have several MDs in my family—none of them act like that. [People who hate
authority are often people who hate their parents—and their own
up-bringing—the original authority figures, of course.]



(/user/Billy Wenzel)

[new]


Billy Wenzel (/user/Billy Wenzel) May 24 · 11:54:33 AM (/comments/1665544/66597587#comment_66597587)

Recommended 2 times

This is what conservatives have come to.  They have over decades stunted their emotions,
intelligence and humanity. 
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(/user/shakker)

[new]


shakker (/user/shakker) May 24 · 12:07:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66597777#comment_66597777)

Recommended 9 times

The Republicans in Wisconsin have these ‘phone call town halls’. The whole thing is canned
horseshit produced like Faux Nooz. The idea is we are supposed to -Listen to their presentation
and ignore our lying, eyes, ears, wallets, neighbors, condition of the roads, closing of local
businesses, lack of jobs etc. that show the opposite of what they say. I don’t EVER need to listen to
a politician about how they think the conditions are for me and my fellow constituents. They NEED
to LISTEN to US. We get enough ‘palace decrees’ from political and business people every minute of
every day. I also REALLY do not need to hear how they love JESUS. They CLEARLY haven’t ‘met’ him,
no matter how much personal relationship they claim.

(/user/higdorw)

[new]


higdorw (/user/higdorw) shakker

May 24 · 09:08:31 PM (/comments/1665544/66603808#comment_66603808)

Recommended 0 times

But you are not supposed to think about that stuff!!!



(/user/libvetwoman)

[new]


libvetwoman (/user/libvetwoman) May 24 · 12:07:45 PM (/comments/1665544/66597780#comment_66597780)

Recommended 4 times

Usual right wing BS. If you’re not a greedy, cruel, bigoted, misogynistic asshat then you are not a
Christian or an American. Am I Right????

By the way I do not pledge allegiance to the flag because it does not stand for any of things it
claims to “under God”?????  “With Liberty and Justice for all”????? LOL

I am an atheist so I do not believe in God, but these asshats who claim they do are liars.  

(/user/ILoveBats)

[new]


ILoveBats (/user/ILoveBats) libvetwoman

May 24 · 07:12:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66602685#comment_66602685)

Recommended 2 times

Good point . . . I saluted the flag all the way through school, like a good little obedient
citizen, but later I started asking . . . how loyal do I have to be, when the country as a
whole is doing things I find abhorrent, and have sound reason to believe are abhorrent to
God?



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) ILoveBats

May 26 · 07:09:29 AM (/comments/1665544/66619015#comment_66619015)

Recommended 0 times

Yeah, the Vietnam war was the breaking point for me.



(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) May 24 · 12:12:32 PM (/comments/1665544/66597854#comment_66597854)

Rep. “Poor People Don’t Want Healthcare” Roger Marshall is fine with the Trump, the Russian
Candidate, standing in the Oval Office, blabbing classified information to Russian ‘diplomats’, and
endangering an ally’s intelligence service in the process.  Some would call that treason. 

Yet, Marshall doesn’t scold the President for giving classified information directly to representatives
of a hostile foreign power.  No he instead scolds his constituents for daring to exercise their
Constitutional Rights.  He scolds them for Stating their Grievances and Demanding Redress.
(http://www.constitution.org/grievred.htm)

The President and his closest advisers have been accused with colluding with the Russians to
undermine the US elections—yet Marshall chooses to ignore and excuse this treachery, while he at
the same time accuses his own constituents of being unpatriotic?

There’s someone unpatriotic in this story—and his name is Roger Marshall--enabler and
accomplice of Donald Trump, who pals around with Putin, putting Russia’s interests ahead of
America’s and endangering our national security in the process.

The unpatriotic Roger Marshall doesn’t believe his constituents are entitled to exercise their
Constitutional rights.  The unpatriotic Roger Marshall thinks it’s fine for the President to fire the
people tasked with an  investigation into possible wrongdoing by him and his advisers, involving
agents of Russia. 
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Recommended 8 times

(/user/higdorw)

[new]


higdorw (/user/higdorw) kurious

May 24 · 09:10:26 PM (/comments/1665544/66603827#comment_66603827)

Recommended 1 time

Follow the BIG money trail!!!



(/user/gardnerhill)

[new]


gardnerhill (/user/gardnerhill) May 24 · 12:14:16 PM (/comments/1665544/66597881#comment_66597881)

Recommended 4 times

And I loathe that ugly insinuation that the only REAL Americans are KKKhristian-Americans (“Unlike
those America haters paid by THAT JEW Soros to disrupt my townhall, my true constituents believe
in Jesus prayer to Jesus, the One True President-For-Life of Jesus America. Jesus.”).

(/user/enemy of the people)

[new]


enemy of the people (/user/enemy of the people)

May 24 · 12:36:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66598132#comment_66598132)

Recommended 2 times

Keep up the pressure. He’s cracking.

Voters don’t want politicians that whine all the time about ‘enemies’.

If you stand that the heat get out of the kitchen!

(/user/bluestatedon)

[new]


bluestatedon (/user/bluestatedon) May 24 · 12:42:55 PM (/comments/1665544/66598202#comment_66598202)

Recommended 4 times

I disagree there’s nothing to see in Wamego: ozmuseum.com (https://ozmuseum.com/)

(/user/Chris Reeves)

[new]


Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) bluestatedon

May 24 · 12:43:46 PM (/comments/1665544/66598222#comment_66598222)

Recommended 5 times

I never said there was nothing to see in Wamego. But there is also no way people drive
into Kansas in the middle of a week day just to harass a congressperson. He’s just.. not
that important.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Chris Reeves

May 26 · 07:10:41 AM (/comments/1665544/66619030#comment_66619030)

Recommended 0 times

Except in his own mind.



(/user/Milkmaid)

[new]


Milkmaid (/user/Milkmaid) May 24 · 12:43:09 PM (/comments/1665544/66598207#comment_66598207)

Recommended 14 times

I am so tired of Republicans accusing those of us who think healthcare is a human right of being
un-American.  Thomas Jefferson was an early champion of public healthcare. During his tenure in
Paris, he worked to improve France’s public health care system.  Treating all people equally IS a
fundamental ideal our country was founded on.  And stop invoking Jesus when you’re talking about
screwing millions of people over.  Jesus would be appalled.  Revelations 22:17 — “And let the one
who is thirsty come; let the one who desires take the water of life without price.”

(/user/RichM)

[new]


RichM (/user/RichM) May 24 · 12:46:49 PM (/comments/1665544/66598257#comment_66598257)

Neo-(Paleo?)-McCarthyism.
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) RichM

May 26 · 07:11:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66619042#comment_66619042)

Recommended 0 times

I prefer the broader term: fuckwittery.  IT covers so much more.



(/user/atticus14)

[new]


atticus14 (/user/atticus14) May 24 · 01:20:50 PM (/comments/1665544/66598688#comment_66598688)

Recommended 4 times

They gerrymander the districts to nullify blue populations, and then they make up a conspiracy
theory to explain how they happen to have a lot of blue constituents.  Unfortunately, since they
could care less about actually representing their district and all they are interested in is optics and
marketing, once they have the cover story in place, they stop listening.

(/user/Jasonhouse)

[new]


Jasonhouse (/user/Jasonhouse) May 24 · 01:38:26 PM (/comments/1665544/66598885#comment_66598885)

Recommended 10 times

Actually, most Republicans DON’T think soldiers who moved in to serve out orders, or students
who moved in for an education deserve to be heard and served by their government. They don’t
think they should be able to vote locally or receive any local govt services. Hell, I know a lot of
Republicans who don’t think renters should be able to vote or be heard in local affairs. 

This hearkens back to their basic ideology as human beings. They have never believed that all men
are created equally, and never will. 

(/user/higdorw)

[new]


higdorw (/user/higdorw) Jasonhouse

May 24 · 09:12:38 PM (/comments/1665544/66603845#comment_66603845)

Recommended 2 times

Well stated!



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Jasonhouse

May 26 · 07:29:16 AM (/comments/1665544/66619235#comment_66619235)

Recommended 0 times

Basic tribalism.  The REpukes have never got past it.



(/user/ynohtnA)

[new]


ynohtnA (/user/ynohtnA) May 24 · 01:56:55 PM (/comments/1665544/66599094#comment_66599094)

Recommended 4 times

Is there some way to take Congressman Marshall’s comments to the people?  Not as partisan
rhetoric, just put it out there.  Maybe on a billboard.  I’ve felt for sometime now that there should
be a non-partisan organization that highlights the lies of all politicians. 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) ynohtnA

May 26 · 07:12:27 AM (/comments/1665544/66619054#comment_66619054)

Recommended 0 times

My LORD but the would be busy nowadays!!!  There ain’t enough billboard space in the
entire NATION for that!!!!



(/user/MayaPinyun)

[new]


MayaPinyun (/user/MayaPinyun) May 24 · 01:58:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66599112#comment_66599112)
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Recommended 2 times

well.  This certainly explains a LOT about the folks from Manhattan KS that I have run across.  They
are so out of the loop that the only radio they have during the daytime is those idiots Alex Jones
and Rush Limbaugh.  THAT is why they are all benighted and idiotically infatuated with Trump and
in denial about the truth.

(/user/OzarkOrc)

[new]


OzarkOrc (/user/OzarkOrc) May 24 · 02:01:04 PM (/comments/1665544/66599145#comment_66599145)

Recommended 5 times

What is needed is a CREDIBLE Democratic candidate to run against him next year.

And support from the State and National Party, because it will probably have to be someone who
has never run before.

Maybe Mr Hankins would like to take a shot at being in the Legislature?

(/user/SFSister)

[new]


SFSister (/user/SFSister) May 24 · 02:23:27 PM (/comments/1665544/66599379#comment_66599379)

Recommended 1 time

In the old days, they tarred and feathered such assholes. I propose they return to that procedure,
but replace the tar with something nastier.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) SFSister

May 26 · 07:13:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66619064#comment_66619064)

Recommended 0 times

Superglue.



(/user/SFSister)

[new]


SFSister (/user/SFSister) Mustang3

May 26 · 12:29:24 PM (/comments/1665544/66623451#comment_66623451)

Recommended 0 times

Sounds good to me.



(/user/trumpeter)

[new]


trumpeter (/user/trumpeter) May 24 · 02:34:38 PM (/comments/1665544/66599469#comment_66599469)

Recommended 6 times

He’s just saying what the rest of the GOP believes:  “If you’re not like me, and if you don’t agree with
me, you don’t count.”

I’ve seen a fair amount of that here, too, but the GOP is more brazen about it.

(/user/sofedup)

[new]


sofedup (/user/sofedup) May 24 · 03:41:02 PM (/comments/1665544/66600104#comment_66600104)

Recommended 4 times

It’s good that these pathetic Republican “leaders” continue to tick off the people who voted for
them.  It will help to get rid of them.  Hopefully, these people are slowly waking up to how stupid
they’ve been.  So, keep your pie holes flapping, Republican jerks.  You are the ones who are bad
Americans and bad Christians.  

(/user/Novel)

[new]


Novel (/user/Novel) May 24 · 05:05:45 PM (/comments/1665544/66601096#comment_66601096)

What the fuck does Jesus of Nazareth have to do with my fucking governance? I’m so god damn
tired of this religious shit in my politics, my wars, my schools, people’s marriages, women’s bodies,
my fucking cereal, or wherever the fuck else it’s in my fucking space. 
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Recommended 5 times

I’m tired of the special exemptions religion gets. Not just in politics, or taxes, or rights, but down to
the special privilege it’s given in conversation. That to merely question it or to ask for it to not inject
itself into things that affect you is taboo, or socially inappropriate.

Fuck that. Fuck Jesus, fuck Allah, fuck any of your god damn sky-wizards. I’m so tired of this shit.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Novel

May 26 · 11:51:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66622955#comment_66622955)

Recommended 0 times

“Religion is the opium of the people.”



(/user/ODochertaigh)

[new]


ODochertaigh (/user/ODochertaigh) May 24 · 05:33:08 PM (/comments/1665544/66601476#comment_66601476)

Recommended 3 times

Man, are Republican politicians snowflakes or what?

(/user/Maltie)

[new]


Maltie (/user/Maltie) May 24 · 05:43:38 PM (/comments/1665544/66601643#comment_66601643)

Recommended 3 times

not a day goes by when the GOP, party of Greed proves that representation today is only for those
that pay them the most.If you do NOT buy off the GOP congress you are slated to die in utter
poverty.  Yes, they are that corrupt

(/user/fourthcornerman)

[new]


fourthcornerman (/user/fourthcornerman) May 24 · 05:53:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66601786#comment_66601786)

Recommended 3 times

Cowards and weaklings, who hide from the public and blather their bullshit from safe media
outlets. Totally impervious to even the evidence of their own senses, believing instead in some
fantastic mental construct of unreality. Programmed cult members, every Republican whether
official or voter. Voting or protesting is totally ineffective against them. The need to be slammed,
and slammed hard, with a reality that wounds them grievously, whether that’s mental, financial or
physical hardship. They can't be saved, only neutralized. I do not want any of these people to be a
part of the future of this country.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) fourthcornerman

May 26 · 07:14:27 AM (/comments/1665544/66619076#comment_66619076)

Recommended 0 times

Too bad we can't lobby THEIR sponsors to desert them.  <G>



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) fourthcornerman

May 26 · 11:58:29 AM (/comments/1665544/66623050#comment_66623050)

Recommended 0 times

In Arkansas I believe there are moves afoot to ban the work of Howard Zinn (A People’s
History of the United States, etc.) from public schools.  “In Fourteen hundred and
ninety-two / Columbus sailed the oceans blue”—that’s the kind of history these nitwits
believe in.  “I love the poorly educated!” (Donald Trump)



(/user/Judge Moonbox)

[new]


Judge Moonbox (/user/Judge Moonbox) May 24 · 06:55:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66602492#comment_66602492)

I’ve noted that in the Age of Trump, Republicans are far more likely to dismiss opponents as
un-American. That allows them to think that the 62.9 million Trump voters are more deserving than
the 65.8 million Clinton voters.
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Recommended 1 time

As for the “paid protester” business, if they’re so mercenary, why aren’t they selling out to the
highest bidder?

(/user/higdorw)

[new]


higdorw (/user/higdorw) Judge Moonbox

May 24 · 09:16:10 PM (/comments/1665544/66603879#comment_66603879)

Recommended 0 times

What about the other 200 million people in this country!



(/user/ILoveBats)

[new]


ILoveBats (/user/ILoveBats) May 24 · 07:09:18 PM (/comments/1665544/66602648#comment_66602648)

Recommended 5 times

OK, aside from anything else, a couple of theological gripes:

We still pray when we get the chance.

When, precisely, does one not have “the chance” to pray?  What do you need, in order to pray?  Yes,
there are religions that require/advocate formal prayers in a specific, formal manner (Islam, for
example, of course, has the 5-times-a-day-facing-Mecca) but do any of them prohibit informal,
silent, spontaneous prayer?  (That’s a serious question, by the way.  I am quite sure no branch of
Christianity has any such prohibition, but I don’t know enough about most other religions to make
that positive statement all-encompasing.)

We pray before ball games.

Why?  That no one should be injured?  OK, that’s valid.  Blessings on an ego-based contest?  Sorry, I
cannot find the proof-text. 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) ILoveBats

May 26 · 07:15:28 AM (/comments/1665544/66619085#comment_66619085)

Recommended 0 times

The whole 'praying' thign is absurd anyway.  Or maybe Dems should start ostentatiously
praying for their downfall?  Maybe that would unnerve the twits?



(/user/ILoveBats)

[new]


ILoveBats (/user/ILoveBats) Mustang3

May 26 · 03:59:11 PM (/comments/1665544/66625595#comment_66625595)

Recommended 0 times

I am and have been praying for their exit from the government, by any legal
means. 

I don’t think publicly praying against them will ‘unnerve’ or in any way bother
them:  Every time a Congressperson misuses Bible verses to support, for
example, cutting Medicaid or food stamps, or deporting immigrant children, you
can count on the Facebook crowd posting comments correcting the usage and
noting that “That’s not what Isaiah [or Jesus, or whoever] said, at all!”  The
Congresspersons do not respond, and they go on mis-quoting and quoting out of
context.  They do not understand or acknowledge where they are wrong.

Praying against them might, however, help the people trying to get them out of
the gov’t.  At worst, it can’t do any harm!



(/user/MRBMichigan)

[new]


MRBMichigan (/user/MRBMichigan) May 24 · 07:41:27 PM (/comments/1665544/66602993#comment_66602993)

Recommended 3 times

Why would I care who Clint Eastwood voted for? Don’t know him; don’t know how he treats his kids,
and his neighbors. Some Americans have very STRANGE priorities.
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(/user/Flying Goat)
[new]


Flying Goat (/user/Flying Goat) May 24 · 07:52:34 PM (/comments/1665544/66603107#comment_66603107)

Recommended 5 times

That’s kinda crazy...Even if you were going to pay astroturfers, wouldn’t it be cheaper to pay locals,
anyways, rather than bus people in from another state?

(/user/Chris Reeves)

[new]


Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) Flying Goat

May 24 · 09:23:25 PM (/comments/1665544/66603942#comment_66603942)

Recommended 4 times

Just on gas money alone!



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Flying Goat

May 26 · 07:15:58 AM (/comments/1665544/66619091#comment_66619091)

Recommended 1 time

Repukes have money to burn.  Usually YOURS.



(/user/westsidelachick)

[new]


westsidelachick (/user/westsidelachick) May 24 · 08:11:24 PM (/comments/1665544/66603314#comment_66603314)

Recommended 6 times

Good old conservatives like this @#%%^&$ remind me of of a quote I keep at close hand when I
hear them vomit out their nonsense.  “When fascism comes to America it will be wrapped in the
flag and carrying a bible” — Sinclair Lewis 

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) westsidelachick

May 26 · 12:02:49 PM (/comments/1665544/66623121#comment_66623121)

Recommended 1 time

And as Balzac wrote—“Behind every great fortune there is a crime.”



(/user/Godfather05)

[new]


Godfather05 (/user/Godfather05) May 24 · 10:25:15 PM (/comments/1665544/66604382#comment_66604382)

Recommended 2 times

We think that most of the people who voted for this idiot will vote for him again after all he
is in KS and the voters in KS have a history of voting against their own best interest.

(/user/biketime)

[new]


biketime (/user/biketime) Godfather05

May 25 · 10:22:30 AM (/comments/1665544/66608887#comment_66608887)

Recommended 1 time

Well, 100+ years ago, KS was a populist, Debsian socialist stronghold. Go figure.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) biketime

May 26 · 12:46:04 PM (/comments/1665544/66623670#comment_66623670)

Recommended 0 times

 And the Wobblies were strong there too.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Godfather05

May 26 · 07:16:43 AM (/comments/1665544/66619098#comment_66619098)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, indeed.  the more of an idiot he is, they more kinship they feel with him.
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(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Mustang3

May 26 · 07:17:26 AM (/comments/1665544/66619106#comment_66619106)

Recommended 0 times

Those people who really DID have to do for themselves and help their neighbors
are long dead in all senses, unfortunately.



(/user/ciganka)

[new]


ciganka (/user/ciganka) May 24 · 11:52:40 PM (/comments/1665544/66604729#comment_66604729)

Recommended 4 times

OK, if the DNC is paying individuals from out of state to drive in cars to attend a political event
— that is just the last straw for me, lol. One would think buses would make more sense.  Then
again, perhaps they are car-pooling?  Damn I wonder what that gig pays? 

/sarcasm

(/user/biketime)

[new]


biketime (/user/biketime) May 25 · 10:21:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66608866#comment_66608866)

Recommended 1 time

I’m sure he’ll be saluting the flag and thanking Jesus as he votes to put up to 24,000,000 off
Medicaid; as he votes to end any and every program that doesn’t benefit his rich individual and
corporate masters.

(/user/Agrogog)

[new]


Agrogog (/user/Agrogog) May 25 · 10:22:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66608891#comment_66608891)

Recommended 2 times

Where did this "paid participants" bullshit come from anyway?

(/user/zoom314)

[new]


zoom314 (/user/zoom314) Agrogog

May 25 · 12:38:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66610955#comment_66610955)

Recommended 1 time

Fox News, maybe.



(/user/lmorlan2)

[new]


lmorlan2 (/user/lmorlan2) May 25 · 10:25:26 AM (/comments/1665544/66608926#comment_66608926)

Recommended 2 times

Doesn’t know people who have lived in area for years, doesn’t do his own homework to understand
that students and military can have out of state plates when relocating.  Totally incompetent.
 Narrow minded, conspiracy nut job.  VOTE HIM OUT! 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) lmorlan2

May 26 · 07:18:55 AM (/comments/1665544/66619126#comment_66619126)

Recommended 1 time

« Totally incompetent.  Narrow minded, conspiracy nut job. »

Why, those traits are REQUIREMENTS to be a KS legislator, dontcha know?



(/user/gutridget)

[new]


gutridget (/user/gutridget) May 25 · 10:29:59 AM (/comments/1665544/66608988#comment_66608988)

Okay, Mr. Marshall, I’m not a paid protester. I live in another state. However, if there is such a thing
as paid protesters group, I would be on the payroll and fly in to attend your town hall meetings and
raise sand over your unwillingness to do the people’s work. We all know you work for the wealthy
oligarchs, two of whom, live in your state, KS. That’s who most of your fellow Republicans work for
in their own sates. So you can go on friendly radio shows and bewail the awful treatment you get in
town halls, but it does not change the fact that you do not work for all the people who elected you
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Recommended 0 times

to office. Why don’t you honor God by serving all of His people instead of the wealthy few?

(/user/Donkie Hotie)

[new]


Donkie Hotie (/user/Donkie Hotie) May 25 · 10:31:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66609006#comment_66609006)

Recommended 1 time

NOW is the time — Vote these SOBs out!  Teach them what being a patriotic American really
means.

(/user/lazerhaze)

[new]


lazerhaze (/user/lazerhaze) May 25 · 10:34:04 AM (/comments/1665544/66609035#comment_66609035)

Recommended 2 times

The Republican party is America's most dangerous, violence loving, domestic terrorist threat to
American values and its citizens lives. It's about time we real American citizens take our country
back from these corporate fascist Christian extremist terrorists among us. America needs a second
Civil War and this time we won't let the losers remain and twist and pervert our nation from within.
They will either perish on the battlefield for American freedom and American values or be exiled
and if they return, shall suffer penalty of immediate execution. Lincoln should have exterminated
the Confederates. We won't make the same mistake twice.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) lazerhaze

May 26 · 12:08:16 PM (/comments/1665544/66623190#comment_66623190)

Recommended 0 times

You seem a little upset.



(/user/loueebee)

[new]


loueebee (/user/loueebee) May 25 · 10:34:30 AM (/comments/1665544/66609043#comment_66609043)

Recommended 2 times

You’re both bigoted→religion is no-ones biz! It’s a personal choice, guaranteed by our constitution!

Personally reading this article, I believe religion has been the instigator of most of human evil over
the ages. This happens when people re-assign their moral & ethical sense to group of “laws?” or a
religious leader (who made them god?) instead of using their own common sense of right & wrong
(that they believe god gave them!)!! Remember monsters can “masquerade” as  good guys (Hitler,
Trump etc)! Conman are usually extremely personable & persuasive, in fact, my “con alert” neck
hairs go up when I hear a particularly “personable” politician or religious leader trying to
manipulate a group to some questionable actions (i.e.,the whole congregation should  vote for the
preacher’s political choice!)

Be alert & cautious before blindly accepting,...“weigh” everything twice!!

There can be good religious leaders, but don’t disconnect your brain & assign them your Free Will!
 Then you’re truly damned in our world, which will suffer & in the next, where you’ll be judged on
YOUR DECISIONs (at least christians believe,…after all, that’s why you’re given free will,...to prove
your worthiness, don’t “blow” it by blindly “following the leader”?!)!!!

(/user/Seer Clearly)

[new]


Seer Clearly (/user/Seer Clearly) May 25 · 10:35:20 AM (/comments/1665544/66609051#comment_66609051)

Recommended 2 times

The GOP has gotten away with whatever they wanted hiding under the umbrella of “patriotism” for
far too long.  If someone challenged them on anything, they were “unpatriotic.”   As Samuel
Johnson realized 250 years ago, “patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel.”

(/user/tallen387)

[new]


tallen387 (/user/tallen387) May 25 · 10:41:57 AM (/comments/1665544/66609143#comment_66609143)

Recommended 1 time

This is another point that bothers me.

This clown casts votes that affect all of us all the time, but when it comes time to answer criticism
about his votes, suddenly he claims only to be interested in hearing from his constituents (or more
often, from no one at all).

Seems like that “out of state license plate” kerfuffle took everyone’s eye off the ball.  Which I’m sure
was the intent.
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(/user/engelbach)

[new]


engelbach (/user/engelbach) May 25 · 10:43:21 AM (/comments/1665544/66609163#comment_66609163)

Recommended 4 times

Hell, I don’t salute the damn flag or pray at ballgames (ye gods!), for crissake. I’m as unamerican as
they come.

Plus, I don’t even live in the States anymore.

But so what? Americans have no obligation to participate in rituals and superstitions in order to
expect their political representatives to work for their best interests.

If this jingo is going to require loyalty oaths from his constituents as a condition for doing his job
they should kick his fascist @ down the road.

(/user/tallen387)

[new]


tallen387 (/user/tallen387) engelbach

May 25 · 05:09:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66613940#comment_66613940)

Recommended 2 times

If everyone his votes affected were to contribute ten cents to his opponent, that opponent
wouldn’t have to worry about money at all until the next election.

Let’s see if that wakes him up about who his ‘constituents’ are.



(/user/Fascinating Womanhood)

[new]


Fascinating Womanhood (/user/Fascinating Womanhood)

May 25 · 10:49:24 AM (/comments/1665544/66609243#comment_66609243)

Recommended 0 times

Just called this jerk’s office.

They say Daily Kos is LYING and that Roger Marshall never ever said such a thing.

His Washington office answers the phone---call them and see!

202-225-2715

(/user/BeaverCleaver)

[new]


BeaverCleaver (/user/BeaverCleaver) May 25 · 10:51:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66609290#comment_66609290)

Recommended 1 time

“ . . . and White Lightning’s still the biggest thrill of all.”  May reason save these northern Okies.

(/user/Elle1964)

[new]


Elle1964 (/user/Elle1964) May 25 · 10:52:25 AM (/comments/1665544/66609295#comment_66609295)

Recommended 1 time

Clear proof of another politician who is out of touch and does not know his public.

(/user/Mark ES)

[new]


Mark ES (/user/Mark ES) May 25 · 10:53:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66609311#comment_66609311)

Recommended 1 time

A Republican Congressman attempts on air political suicide. Time will tell if he’s successful.

(/user/tinikia)

[new]


tinikia (/user/tinikia) May 25 · 10:53:29 AM (/comments/1665544/66609320#comment_66609320)

Recommended 2 times

I just hate it when such hateful people call themselves Christians. They distort the character of
what a Christian is. Christians take care of the poor, sick, hungry and homeless. They Republican
Parry doea quite the opposite and call themselves Christians. It's a shame.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) tinikia

May 26 · 12:11:16 PM (/comments/1665544/66623233#comment_66623233)

Recommended 0 times

“The last Christian died on the cross.”
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(/user/JohnnieZ)

[new]


JohnnieZ (/user/JohnnieZ) May 25 · 10:55:42 AM (/comments/1665544/66609361#comment_66609361)

Recommended 1 time

Like the GOP knows anything about being an American. They are all traitors and should be treated
as such.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) JohnnieZ

May 26 · 12:12:32 PM (/comments/1665544/66623248#comment_66623248)

Recommended 0 times

G.O.P. = Greedy Old Pricks.



(/user/tchild)

[new]


tchild (/user/tchild) May 25 · 10:59:05 AM (/comments/1665544/66609410#comment_66609410)

Recommended 2 times

I have been a Christian since 1973, Trump is an insult to this nation, the people who have served in
the military, those that worked manual labor, paid into the system, were honest, hard working,
now this liar is going to take healthcare away from them all.  He’s nothing more than a con artist,
his agenda is to make himself, his millionaire/billionaire cronies richer, while the rest of us can go
to hades.  If we lose our healthcare so should he, and the rest of the cesspool he appointed.  I
would love to see him, his buddies, having to live on fixed income, trying to pay for doctors,
medicine, they wouldn’t survive a month.  Trump should be impeached, run out of WA on a rail, he
will NEVER make America great, he’s the last nail in our coffin.

(/user/mishmash)

[new]


mishmash (/user/mishmash) tchild

May 25 · 11:08:43 AM (/comments/1665544/66609557#comment_66609557)

Recommended 2 times

Trump is a fraud…..he is no Christian, I doubt he believes in anything other than MONEY



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) mishmash

May 26 · 07:22:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66619166#comment_66619166)

Recommended 0 times

No, he only believes in HIMSELF.



(/user/richard latimer)

[new]


richard latimer (/user/richard latimer) tchild

May 27 · 07:50:37 AM (/comments/1665544/66631274#comment_66631274)

Recommended 0 times

The thing is, Trump doesn’t mean he wants to make America “great.”  It’s just that he can’t
spell very well,  and he really is doing his best to make American grate — justlike someone
dragging fingernails across a blackboard.



(/user/Ken Sloan)

[new]


Ken Sloan (/user/Ken Sloan) May 25 · 11:06:10 AM (/comments/1665544/66609521#comment_66609521)

Recommended 2 times

The GOPers must have a death wish. They want to be routed in 2018. Fine, they will not be missed. 

(/user/mishmash)

[new]


mishmash (/user/mishmash) May 25 · 11:07:41 AM (/comments/1665544/66609542#comment_66609542)

Recommended 1 time

The problem is these guys can’t handle being questioned about the evil they do
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(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) mishmash

May 26 · 07:22:45 AM (/comments/1665544/66619169#comment_66619169)

Recommended 0 times

So that must imply that, somewhere, they DO have a vestige of a conscience?



(/user/genec)

[new]


genec (/user/genec) May 25 · 11:09:58 AM (/comments/1665544/66609577#comment_66609577)

Recommended 0 times

Damn, where can I go to get paid to protest, and how much can I get paid? No one has come
forward to answer this. It makes me think that this “paid protester” thing is total bullshit.

(/user/jimzmum)

[new]


jimzmum (/user/jimzmum) May 25 · 11:11:41 AM (/comments/1665544/66609605#comment_66609605)

Recommended 2 times

Our Illinois 12th District Rep won't even have a Town Hall. He appears at businesses, schools, etc..
Those are private meetings. Mike Bost. Not a fan of having to speak to all of the people he is
supposed to represent.

(/user/BeninSC)

[new]


BeninSC (/user/BeninSC) jimzmum

May 25 · 02:55:46 PM (/comments/1665544/66612470#comment_66612470)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks for this first comment on Daily Kos, jimzmum. There is a lot of cowardice out
there, fear of being called on their FAILURES to represent ALL the people. 

Below find links to some general information about engaging on Daily Kos.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines
with you, explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road)." This resource also describes our unique community
moderation system, established to encourage spirited but civil
conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/not pulling punches)

[new]


not pulling punches (/user/not pulling punches)

May 25 · 11:11:57 AM (/comments/1665544/66609610#comment_66609610)

Recommended 1 time

The “right wing” is behaving more and more like a “cult” ! Trump and his cult have emboldened
these irrational zealots masquerading as representatives of the people . The only good thing
about this is that we are finding out who they really are !
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(/user/twocrows1023)

[new]


twocrows1023 (/user/twocrows1023) May 25 · 11:12:00 AM (/comments/1665544/66609612#comment_66609612)

Recommended 1 time

I lived in Ks. from the age of 10 to 19 and I think I can bring a bit of perspective. 

Marshall figured he was safe attacking the people he slandered.  Manhattan, a major part of the
district he put down, is a college town.  It's not [or wasn't when I lived there, 49 — 59 years ago] as
liberal as Lawrence — but it’s far more liberal than most of Kansas.  So — those are libruls he’s
bad-mouthing!  They don’t count.  And, in much of Kansas, he's probably correct.

(/user/TriciaH)

[new]


TriciaH (/user/TriciaH) May 25 · 11:12:20 AM (/comments/1665544/66609621#comment_66609621)

Recommended 1 time

These people who are fighting for food, healthcare are not being paid they are losing everything. I
hope the republicans fall to their knees.

(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) May 25 · 11:13:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66609642#comment_66609642)

Recommended 2 times

Any representative who claims his constituents are not American nor are they religious in any way
should be removed from his position since he is behaving not only badly, but also ignorant.  He has
lost touch with those who put him in office.  The man should be voted out of his position as soon
as possible or conduct a special election to have him removed.

(/user/fishyrn)

[new]


fishyrn (/user/fishyrn) May 25 · 11:16:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66609683#comment_66609683)

Recommended 2 times

As far as I know there is no requirement to love or listen to the teachings of  the man from
Nazareth. Nor is there a requirement to salte  or pledge allegiance  to  the flag. There is no
requirement anywhere. If he wants to to any of those things good for him. If others choose not to
do those things, that is their right.

I am a 12 year Navy vet, I am a member of the Religios  Society of Friends so I do not salte the flag
nor swear oaths. I do however affirm my allegiances to both. I had  two military hsbands die, we all
served in noncombatant roles, like some folks WE served. I wold like Marshall to show his service
papers, like a DD214. 

He is a blow hard and has no courage at all, he seems to hide behind the flag or at least he tries to
get votes based on his flag waving and prononcements  about that Man from Nazareth who he
may not know as well as he thinks.    

(/user/Robert P)

[new]


Robert P (/user/Robert P) May 25 · 11:16:56 AM (/comments/1665544/66609693#comment_66609693)

Recommended 0 times

It is unfortunately impossble to e mail representatives unless you are from their  district, even
when what they are proclaiming does not affect only their district…

(/user/Jrhino)

[new]


Jrhino (/user/Jrhino) May 25 · 11:17:30 AM (/comments/1665544/66609702#comment_66609702)

Recommended 1 time

The party of the destroyers of the constitution have been careening out of control the last two days
even with their little Donnie "Two Scoops" out on his embarrass America tour. Between the
budget,Montana pro wrestling and the Kansas's Marshall law idiot ,the party of anti American
behavior,the Republicans, are foot shooting with illegal automatic weapons;their ignorant pie
holes.

No bodies perfect but these nonhuman invaders from space are setting all time new lows.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Jrhino

May 26 · 07:24:33 AM (/comments/1665544/66619186#comment_66619186)
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Recommended 0 times

Donnie “two Scoops”.  Love it!!

(/user/Ladyred497)

[new]


Ladyred497 (/user/Ladyred497) May 25 · 11:18:48 AM (/comments/1665544/66609723#comment_66609723)

Recommended 2 times

WOW. He really is clueless and part of the swamp that should be drained. He isn’t even aware of
who is constituents are? Servicemen and women aren’t American enough for him?  And he is
bringing religion into government...against the US Constitution? He needs to apologize and
reschedule Town Hall meetings in the evenings and shut up and LISTEN to his constituents rather
than ignoring, berating, and belittling them.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Ladyred497

May 26 · 07:25:06 AM (/comments/1665544/66619193#comment_66619193)

Recommended 1 time

What are you, some kind of commie?  /s



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Mustang3

May 26 · 12:16:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66623298#comment_66623298)

Recommended 0 times

She’s in the pay of the Chinese.



(/user/dpaano)

[new]


dpaano (/user/dpaano) May 25 · 11:23:41 AM (/comments/1665544/66609812#comment_66609812)

Recommended 3 times

This is just another Republican representative that is showing his/her true colors!  They are not
winning votes with their actions or their ridiculous comments.  They are paid by we taxpayers to
serve US (not themselves or their party), and their actions are showing that this is not what they
are doing!  We have EVERY right to question them, and they MUST respond.  How many of us would
respond to our bosses the way that this swamp lizard responded to an honest group of people
who had valid questions?   Apparently, he’s forgotten who pays his salary!

(/user/richard latimer)

[new]


richard latimer (/user/richard latimer) May 25 · 11:23:52 AM (/comments/1665544/66609817#comment_66609817)

Recommended 3 times

We don’t smoke marijuana in Muskogee

We just get shitfaced drunk and beat our wives.

We don’t burn Old Glory down at the courthouse

Our boys just fight Exxon’s wars and lose our lives.

And that’s real ‘murcan!

(/user/Goldtop)

[new]


Goldtop (/user/Goldtop) richard latimer

May 25 · 11:41:44 AM (/comments/1665544/66610122#comment_66610122)

Recommended 1 time

...and I'm proud to be a dickhead from Kansas…

where we ain’t accountable for our own asses…

We’ll shout “It’s THEM, not Us” from our stump

and we’ll never pull our heads out of ol’ Trump.

Making ‘Merica White Again…

It’s funny how a brown haired/brown eyed Hitler made the case for blonde/blue eyed
people being superior...and now we have an orange man doing basically the same thing.
We NEVER learn from history.
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(/user/minidriver)

[new]


minidriver (/user/minidriver) Goldtop

May 25 · 11:54:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66610319#comment_66610319)

Recommended 1 time

Was in Wichita last week on business, and saw this on a vehicle. All I could think
was “Not helping your state’s reputation for “What’s the matter with Kansas?”



(/user/Goldtop)

[new]


Goldtop (/user/Goldtop) minidriver

May 25 · 02:49:57 PM (/comments/1665544/66612410#comment_66612410)

Recommended 1 time

HA! Classic. “Them there Nasa’-ers are out to get us...Never A Straight
Answer is what they is...They’re even lying to us about the shape of the
planet. It’s flat and like the good Book says — WE are the center of the
uneverz...and Gawd in his infinite wisdom has sent The Donneh (oh mah
Donneh donneh Donneh) to guide us through these days of brown
people and limited great wealth. Like the good Book also says — “ye
shall not share with those who don’t agree with thou.”

Kansas. Sheee-it.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) minidriver

May 26 · 07:26:26 AM (/comments/1665544/66619207#comment_66619207)

Recommended 1 time

Kansas’ reputation is beyond help now.  We are an international
laughtinstock.  Only fitting they went for Rumpie.  Like goes with like.



(/user/Goldtop)

[new]


Goldtop (/user/Goldtop) Mustang3

May 26 · 08:33:57 AM (/comments/1665544/66620077#comment_66620077)

Recommended 1 time

I want to say something like “Nuh uhh”...but I HAVE to agree
with you...With Obama in the White’s House it was easy to
think — “Wow, we really ARE growing as a nation — in the right
way!” But no. I — like many others — was wrong. The hatred,
the bigotry, the misogyny were all there waiting for the "right"
(read: wrong) guy to bring it back out. In fact, we've reverted
back to WELL before Obama. They literally want to "bask in
white privilege"...The words are actually being uttered - with no
shame or embarrassment whatsoever. The hypocrisy with
these idiots is enough to make a logical person cry and load up
on HEAVY drugs...just like America did in the early '70's when
Nixon won with a huge majority (that should have been
"investigated" huh?) We have the "opioid crisis" in America
now...just like the '70's  but - with one difference: You just
canNOT get high quality/dangerous/authentic heroin today like
you could in the 70's...Quaaludes are no longer made...hell,
what's a person supposed to do with his/her conscience if we
CAN'T silence it for a short period of time? I can't deal with this
level of embarrassment, shock, and disbelief 24/7. Seriously.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) richard latimer

May 26 · 12:18:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66623323#comment_66623323)

Recommended 0 times

“We’re proud to be the goyim from Sheboygan . . .”



[new]
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(/user/bshock) bshock (/user/bshock) May 25 · 11:28:26 AM (/comments/1665544/66609907#comment_66609907)

Recommended 3 times

There is nothing more patriotically American than honest dissent.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) bshock

May 26 · 12:21:14 PM (/comments/1665544/66623356#comment_66623356)

Recommended 0 times

You sound like a communist.



(/user/daughter2)

[new]


daughter2 (/user/daughter2) May 25 · 11:28:43 AM (/comments/1665544/66609912#comment_66609912)

Recommended 1 time

It's pretty suspicious that the republican propaganda is that everyone is an out of district paid
agitator, even after some have had to PRE-REGISTER for these town halls AND SHOW PROOF OF
RESIDENCY IN THE DISTRICT. Really, how much lower can these republican "patriots" go?

(/user/minidriver)

[new]


minidriver (/user/minidriver) daughter2

May 25 · 11:49:31 AM (/comments/1665544/66610235#comment_66610235)

Recommended 2 times

*hears back-hoe backing in to start excavation*



(/user/richard latimer)

[new]


richard latimer (/user/richard latimer) daughter2

May 27 · 07:54:43 AM (/comments/1665544/66631312#comment_66631312)

Recommended 0 times

It’s the oldest trick in the book -accuse your opponent of doing what you do.  Remember
Trump during the campaign looking around asking “where’s my black guy?” 



(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) May 25 · 11:30:57 AM (/comments/1665544/66609951#comment_66609951)

Recommended 2 times

Well, Rodger Dodger, you will see how American they are when they vote your weak and worthless
Repuknigan ass out of office at your next election

(/user/noofsh)

[new]


noofsh (/user/noofsh) May 25 · 11:32:34 AM (/comments/1665544/66609971#comment_66609971)

Recommended 2 times

Republicans are all disgusting. The only way and I do mean the only way they will modify their
behavior is to vote the bums out of office.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) noofsh

May 26 · 07:27:18 AM (/comments/1665544/66619215#comment_66619215)

Recommended 0 times

And even THEN, they will regroup with the lesson that they need to be even MORE right
wing!!



(/user/Goldtop)

[new]


Goldtop (/user/Goldtop) May 25 · 11:36:23 AM (/comments/1665544/66610027#comment_66610027)

How about a Daily Kos group email/letter to this “It’s not ME, it’s THEM!” satellite turd? Letting him
know that — although it wasn’t US that attended his “town hall” — we still are out here, thinking
about him...and even though he isn’t the Central Poo (which, of course is — The Donny), his orbit as
an ancillary turd has caught our attention. Our group email could tell him just how much his path
jeopardizes our existence as a planet...and that we are now contemplating all measures to prevent
a collision.
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/Stopolo)

[new]


Stopolo (/user/Stopolo) May 25 · 11:40:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66610106#comment_66610106)

Recommended 3 times

Another shit head GOP Congressman using the “unAmerican” response when anyone questions his
comments or justify his vote against anyone of his constituents interests or calls him on his
bullshit. What is truly unAmerican is the arrogance of the GOP machine. 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Stopolo

May 26 · 07:28:21 AM (/comments/1665544/66619227#comment_66619227)

Recommended 1 time

Well, at least he didn’t body slam anybody.  But it’s early days yet.



(/user/minidriver)

[new]


minidriver (/user/minidriver) May 25 · 11:46:02 AM (/comments/1665544/66610187#comment_66610187)

Recommended 1 time

Surprised he didn’t make a comment that people could not attend unless their grandparents and
parents and themselves were born in his district.

(/user/jtinker53)

[new]


jtinker53 (/user/jtinker53) May 25 · 11:46:38 AM (/comments/1665544/66610192#comment_66610192)

Recommended 2 times

It is what these Rethugs do. Protest, you’re unAmerican, oppose a war, you're a traitor, disagree
with trumplethinskin, you are no patriot.  The Rethugs are the unAmerican traitors and hatriots.

We’re going to have to teach them that they get no pass, that they're tied to the disgrace that is
tRump, and real Americans are going to vote them out.

(/user/100fishhooks)

[new]


100fishhooks (/user/100fishhooks) May 25 · 11:50:49 AM (/comments/1665544/66610266#comment_66610266)

Recommended 0 times

Bravo!

(/user/HotHal)

[new]


HotHal (/user/HotHal) May 25 · 11:53:59 AM (/comments/1665544/66610317#comment_66610317)

Recommended 2 times

If people are being paid to protest, where do I apply? I can’t get a fuggin’ job in this economy / time
in human history. It’s my fault, I’m an old white male. The only place hiring my kind is the
republic#nt party, but there things that even I won’t do!

(/user/Maria Avery)

[new]


Maria Avery (/user/Maria Avery) May 25 · 11:56:19 AM (/comments/1665544/66610348#comment_66610348)

Recommended 1 time

Rep. Marshall you are a real jerk.  People are fed up, they are not yes people; open your eyes and
m ind.

(/user/Proof is in The Pudding)

[new]


Proof is in The Pudding (/user/Proof is in The Pudding)

May 25 · 11:57:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66610361#comment_66610361)

Recommended 1 time

What does praying have to do with being American?

[new]
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(/user/MiteyMike) MiteyMike (/user/MiteyMike) May 25 · 11:58:01 AM (/comments/1665544/66610373#comment_66610373)

Recommended 1 time

WTF! Why are Rethuglicans such jerks? Does being a dick just come naturally to them, or do they
have to work at it?

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) MiteyMike

May 26 · 12:25:26 PM (/comments/1665544/66623406#comment_66623406)

Recommended 0 times

G.O.P. = Gang of Pinheads.



(/user/Chrigid)

[new]


Chrigid (/user/Chrigid) May 25 · 12:01:14 PM (/comments/1665544/66610431#comment_66610431)

Recommended 0 times

Somewhat OT: do military and military-family votes get cast for the home of record district or
where they are living at election time? 

(/user/CraigCB)

[new]


CraigCB (/user/CraigCB) Chrigid

May 25 · 03:29:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66612794#comment_66612794)

Recommended 0 times

I’m military — in my case, to maintain “home of record”, I was required to vote absentee in
my home state. Pretty sure all other states are the same — as soon as you register to vote
(or actually vote), you’ve de facto transferred your residency to the new state.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) CraigCB

May 26 · 08:32:35 PM (/comments/1665544/66628347#comment_66628347)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks for creating an account yesterday and making your first account today,
CraigCB.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site
guidelines with you, explained in the "Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This resource also
describes our unique community moderation system,
established to encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can
learn more at the the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-
Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged
Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&
species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to
ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)

I have never had to move from base to base so I dont’t know it works, but I
always assumed the miliiary families got to choose they votred.



(/user/wrknight)

[new]


wrknight (/user/wrknight) May 25 · 12:07:53 PM (/comments/1665544/66610530#comment_66610530)

Recommended 0 times

Well said, Mike.  I salute you.
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(/user/wrknight)
[new]


wrknight (/user/wrknight) May 25 · 12:10:10 PM (/comments/1665544/66610578#comment_66610578)

Recommended 1 time

Marshall says “We still salute the flag.” and “We pray before ball games.”  What Marshall doesn’t
understand is that saluting the flag doesn’t make one a patriot, and praying before ball games
doesn’t make one a Christian.

(/user/Canyonlobo)

[new]


Canyonlobo (/user/Canyonlobo) wrknight

May 25 · 12:28:31 PM (/comments/1665544/66610836#comment_66610836)

Recommended 2 times

Simple words but deep, deep meaning.  Some of these "patriots” feel that buying a flag
and flying it 24/7 makes them patriots — some even leave the flags in bedraggled state.
 Yesterday I confronted a yahoo who had a flag on his exhaust belching truck — the flag
was so soiled it was a sad sight to see —  I called him on it — his response?  A stupid
smile.

Still other, particularly right Wing congressmen who never served consider themselves
patriots because they wear a $4 lapel flag.  What utter hypocrisy.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Canyonlobo

May 26 · 07:32:09 AM (/comments/1665544/66619271#comment_66619271)

Recommended 1 time

That whole flag-pin shit has GOT TO GO.  It’s ridiculous.



(/user/Lee Shaffer)

[new]


Lee Shaffer (/user/Lee Shaffer) May 25 · 12:19:32 PM (/comments/1665544/66610723#comment_66610723)

Recommended 2 times

Kansas has really been going downhill ever since Brownback (and others) got elected.

(/user/Sunshine11)

[new]


Sunshine11 (/user/Sunshine11) May 25 · 12:23:39 PM (/comments/1665544/66610776#comment_66610776)

Recommended 2 times

Representative Marshall’s beliefs, in this instance, is not relevant. The fact that he was there proves
that he did NOT believe what he said. He was there to hear what his constituents think and not act
like a petulant, arrogant school boy. If he truly believed what he said, then he would not have been
there or stayed there.  That makes Representative Marshall a liar and a person who is unreliable as
a Representative in the House. 

(/user/Canyonlobo)

[new]


Canyonlobo (/user/Canyonlobo) May 25 · 12:25:26 PM (/comments/1665544/66610798#comment_66610798)

Recommended 1 time

POS mouths the standard Right Wing dogma and it gets shoved down his throat.  

(/user/Barbara Hood)

[new]


Barbara Hood (/user/Barbara Hood) May 25 · 12:29:10 PM (/comments/1665544/66610849#comment_66610849)

Recommended 3 times

Roger is an ignorant sleaze!  But the good folks of Kansas elected him.  Remember folks you reap
what you sow!  Good luck.

(/user/zoom314)

[new]


zoom314 (/user/zoom314) May 25 · 12:37:04 PM (/comments/1665544/66610939#comment_66610939)

Recommended 1 time

If I was there and was accused of being a paid protestor, I say He’s a DAMN LIAR, and a SOB...

(/user/FRE000)

[new]


FRE000 (/user/FRE000) May 25 · 12:45:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66611055#comment_66611055)
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Recommended 1 time

From the article:  “Speaking of conservatives, he said, ‘We still salute the flag. We still pray when we
get the chance. We pray before ball games’.”

I’d like to know for what they are praying before ball games.  Suppose both teams pray to win.
 Does he really think that that be a reasonable thing to do?  There are some things for which it
would not be proper to pray and praying to win a ball game is one of them.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) FRE000

May 26 · 07:33:07 AM (/comments/1665544/66619277#comment_66619277)

Recommended 1 time

Praying itself is consummately stupid.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Mustang3

May 26 · 12:28:39 PM (/comments/1665544/66623440#comment_66623440)

Recommended 0 times

“YOU CANNOT PETITION THE LORD WITH PRAYER!”



(/user/Blujeangrl)

[new]


Blujeangrl (/user/Blujeangrl) May 25 · 12:55:04 PM (/comments/1665544/66611159#comment_66611159)

Recommended 1 time

I’d really love to know who is supposedly paying these protestors. SMH ���

(/user/Magik1369)

[new]


Magik1369 (/user/Magik1369) May 25 · 12:56:55 PM (/comments/1665544/66611183#comment_66611183)

Recommended 1 time

Another dickhead Republican asshole. The psyche of the average Republican is diseased and
corrupt. There is no empathy or compassion in the phony faux Xtian Repugnicant party and its
blatantly obvious to the entire world.

(/user/Magnum05)

[new]


Magnum05 (/user/Magnum05) May 25 · 12:59:04 PM (/comments/1665544/66611211#comment_66611211)

Recommended 0 times

You need to pay attention and vote. These evil and bad people should not get elected if good
people are paying attention.

(/user/Organman)

[new]


Organman (/user/Organman) May 25 · 01:07:00 PM (/comments/1665544/66611298#comment_66611298)

Recommended 0 times

How in the world do such people with concrete for brains get elected in the first place? 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Organman

May 26 · 07:33:48 AM (/comments/1665544/66619289#comment_66619289)

Recommended 1 time

Look closely at their constituents.
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(/user/Organman)

[new]


Organman (/user/Organman) Mustang3

May 26 · 07:59:06 AM (/comments/1665544/66619548#comment_66619548)

Recommended 1 time

I’d rather not — I do have some sense of decency.

However, I doubt that they do.



(/user/gotruthinme)

[new]


gotruthinme (/user/gotruthinme) May 25 · 01:07:51 PM (/comments/1665544/66611307#comment_66611307)

Recommended 0 times

the guy is a human piece of shit, a crook on the take and a liar and that's the good parts.

(/user/charlotte65)

[new]


charlotte65 (/user/charlotte65) May 25 · 01:10:10 PM (/comments/1665544/66611329#comment_66611329)

Recommended 0 times

This is the real Dr. Marshall: www.hutchnews.com/... (http://www.hutchnews.com/news/elections
/call-featured-in-huelskamp-campaign-ad-led-to-marshall-pleading/article_4089f985-ce0a-56e2-
b299-2e337578525e.html)

(/user/Blatantone)

[new]


Blatantone (/user/Blatantone) May 25 · 01:13:21 PM (/comments/1665544/66611373#comment_66611373)

Recommended 1 time

More and more Republican politicians are becoming snobbier and self-righteous with every new
election. They act as if the voters are there to serve them instead of the opposite. If they disagree
with a constituent, the politicians falsely claim that person is either lying, uninformed, or a paid
phony who is there to cause confusion. That's the Politicians excuse for their own ignorance. They
don’t have the answers and can’t solve the problems but they don’t care as long as they get
re-elected by preaching shiny promises and rubbing elbows with the people who can advance their
career. The public is getting sick of the lazy corrupt and unfit politicians who take advantage of
their position in government and make millions just by knowing the right people. The American
people are tired of the lies which have increased since the election of our dubious President who
can't tell the truth to save his life.

(/user/lond3)

[new]


lond3 (/user/lond3) May 25 · 01:34:36 PM (/comments/1665544/66611589#comment_66611589)

Recommended 1 time

The paid protesters thing is so unnerving. Basically saying there is no way you or your beliefs are
even valid enough to be real and painting us as greedy illegitimate shells. When did republicans
become narcissistic paranoid schizophrenics.

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) lond3

May 26 · 07:34:45 AM (/comments/1665544/66619302#comment_66619302)

Recommended 1 time

When WEREN’T they, is the more likely question?



(/user/Auteur47)

[new]


Auteur47 (/user/Auteur47) May 25 · 01:38:21 PM (/comments/1665544/66611646#comment_66611646)

Recommended 3 times

Rep Marshall is an adherent of the Gospel of Prosperity. There are millions of them out there who
support all kinds of policies that run counter to their own interests. Progressives think they can
reason them out of these self defeating beliefs. Think again.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) Auteur47

May 26 · 12:31:36 PM (/comments/1665544/66623485#comment_66623485)
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Recommended 0 times

“Religion is the opium of the people.”

(/user/GlobalAffects)

[new]


GlobalAffects (/user/GlobalAffects) May 25 · 01:54:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66611843#comment_66611843)

Recommended 2 times

ass-hat … any why is “honoring being christian” the watermark? tolerance folks … spirit moves
through so many of us — even those of us who haven’t seen the inside of a church or other, ever

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) May 25 · 01:57:11 PM (/comments/1665544/66611870#comment_66611870)

Recommended 1 time

Just another little loathesome piece of crap that crawled out of the swamp of Kansas to bloviate a
bit.  There are far too many of them, I fear.  The whole state needs to be cordoned off from the US
for THEIR protection, lest the idiocy spread.

(/user/northbynorthwest)

[new]


northbynorthwest (/user/northbynorthwest) May 25 · 02:21:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66612131#comment_66612131)

Recommended 1 time

We won't have a free country with representatives that respect their constituents until everyone
realizes : never ever vote for a republican ever again in any election anywhere anytime in any
election

(/user/fastermx)

[new]


fastermx (/user/fastermx) northbynorthwest

May 25 · 02:42:18 PM (/comments/1665544/66612338#comment_66612338)

Recommended 2 times

Great idea, but there’s one problem. The fascists rule EVERYTHING right now. Do you think
they will permit an election that might cost them their hold on power? That’s just not how
fascists work. It is their first duty to secure their hold on power.

They already know they’ll take big losses in ‘18. The things they do and say appear to be
flaunting their absolute rule in our faces. That means they already know we will never be
able to vote them out of office.

Most people don’t try to peek beyond the surface of things. That is going to be costly to us
now. The fascist regime will roll right over us, soon.

They know they CAN. Have Republicans EVER restrained themselves from doing
something that can keep them in power? There’s nothing too heinous for them to do.
That’s WHY they’re fascists. Fascists KILL people, in case you didn’t know that yet.



(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) fastermx

May 26 · 12:35:41 PM (/comments/1665544/66623529#comment_66623529)

Recommended 0 times

The people united will never be defeated.  (Fuck fascism.)



(/user/nzyank)

[new]


nzyank (/user/nzyank) May 25 · 02:36:06 PM (/comments/1665544/66612265#comment_66612265)

Recommended 2 times

It would seem true Patriots would be crazed at the notion that a foreign government, our largest
asset no less, has interfered in our national election.  At the very least they would want, no,
demand, a complete and independent investigation to determine truth from fiction.  This
congressman, almost all GOP congressmen, are not patriots.  They actively work to cover-up
heinous acts against us the people.

(/user/G S)

[new]


G S (/user/G S) May 25 · 02:37:14 PM (/comments/1665544/66612276#comment_66612276)

Well, now you know what to do. Vote the bastards OUT OF OFFICE instead of IN like you voted
Trump The Pig IN.
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Recommended 2 times

Do you get it yet, or not?

(/user/fastermx)

[new]


fastermx (/user/fastermx) May 25 · 02:37:20 PM (/comments/1665544/66612279#comment_66612279)

Recommended 3 times

As one of the ruling fascists, he knows he can get away with anything.

This is the fact that should be alarming voters. It isn’t so much the lies and smears, as it is the
knowledge that no matter how much he offends voters, they can’t stop him.

How can we go after this fascist regime and hope to prevail?

Only the military can save our democracy now, and they’re doing nothing. The democracy that they
SWORE to protect is drowning, and it seems that’s okay with our military.

(/user/Johnny Coyote)

[new]


Johnny Coyote (/user/Johnny Coyote) fastermx

May 26 · 12:43:23 PM (/comments/1665544/66623636#comment_66623636)

Recommended 0 times

The situation is not as bleak as it appears.  If Sanders had run against Trump in 2016, he
would have won.  We must continue to resist.  “Don’t mourn—organize.”



(/user/waltsingram)

[new]


waltsingram (/user/waltsingram) May 25 · 02:56:40 PM (/comments/1665544/66612482#comment_66612482)

Recommended 3 times

Does he realize that there are other religions besides Christianity.?

(/user/BeninSC)

[new]


BeninSC (/user/BeninSC) waltsingram

May 25 · 03:13:16 PM (/comments/1665544/66612633#comment_66612633)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks for this first comment on Daily Kos, waltsingram. He probably knows but doesn’t
care. Not a caring person.

Below find links to some general information about engaging on Daily Kos.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines
with you, explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road)." This resource also describes our unique community
moderation system, established to encourage spirited but civil
conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/drm)

[new]


drm (/user/drm) May 25 · 03:32:33 PM (/comments/1665544/66612823#comment_66612823)

Recommended 0 times

Pull up the floorboards — lo and behold, there is George Soros!

[new]
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(/user/Tilphousia)
Tilphousia (/user/Tilphousia) May 25 · 03:40:18 PM (/comments/1665544/66612881#comment_66612881)

Recommended 0 times

Look like this rethug skunk got skunked.

(/user/jedwightn)

[new]


jedwightn (/user/jedwightn) May 25 · 04:13:16 PM (/comments/1665544/66613275#comment_66613275)

Recommended 1 time

Marshall, Brownback and their ilk are what’s the matter with Kansas. They squawk “unAmerican
and unChristian” at their others when they are acting unChristian and unAmerican themselves! 

(/user/oldroman)

[new]


oldroman (/user/oldroman) May 25 · 04:42:52 PM (/comments/1665544/66613624#comment_66613624)

Recommended 1 time

And we have another client for the guillotine.

(/user/HOSEJOCKEY)

[new]


HOSEJOCKEY (/user/HOSEJOCKEY) May 25 · 04:43:36 PM (/comments/1665544/66613632#comment_66613632)

Recommended 1 time

 IT IS the republican playbook. BLAME people for being paid to attend a meeting with a
scumbag politician. THESE cowards always cry “wolf”. AND as you know, if you cry “wolf”
enough then nobody would listen to you. THIS is the game plan by the republican party in an
attempt to draw attention away from their failures.

 AMERICA NEEDS LEADERSHIP. IT IS NOT BEING PROVIDED BY THE REPUBLICAN PARTY.

(/user/AKLady)

[new]


AKLady (/user/AKLady) May 25 · 04:53:56 PM (/comments/1665544/66613742#comment_66613742)

Recommended 0 times

Another ignorant, right-winger.  Nothing new.  They are just like their leader in the White House. 
How did America bring this horrible mess upon Nation.

(/user/FroggyGirl)

[new]


FroggyGirl (/user/FroggyGirl) May 25 · 05:02:39 PM (/comments/1665544/66613864#comment_66613864)

Recommended 1 time

So, what else is new?  GOPers accuse anyone not agreeing with them of being unAmerican.
 Remember when Bush started the Iraq war?  People who were against it were ‘unAmerican’. We
anti-war folk were not ‘supporting our military’.  However, I personally think keeping them from
being killed in a useless war is more supportive than sending them to Iraq.

Same thing, same songs during Vietnam.  Of course, even the politicians who kept that war going
have admitted that it was a mistake from the get-go.  But  people STILL insist that protesters, draft-
dodgers, etc. were ‘unAmerican’ for not wanting to continue a lost cause.  And they still harangue
about ‘Hanoi Jane’ Fonda.

(/user/Riverine03)

[new]


Riverine03 (/user/Riverine03) May 25 · 05:06:05 PM (/comments/1665544/66613902#comment_66613902)

Recommended 1 time

Kansas people voted for their asshats. I have no sympathy for stupid, ignorant or arrogant voters.
Reap what you sow you ultra-christan, ignorant peasants.

(/user/CuriousPrime)

[new]


CuriousPrime (/user/CuriousPrime) May 25 · 06:27:07 PM (/comments/1665544/66614679#comment_66614679)

Recommended 1 time

Kansas voted for Brownback, twice. I hope they get what they voted for.

(/user/cooper680)

[new]


cooper680 (/user/cooper680) May 25 · 07:39:16 PM (/comments/1665544/66615458#comment_66615458)
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Recommended 0 times

trump has taught the repugs  it is OK to be nasty to anyone at anytime. Now thats UNAMERICAN.

(/user/touch128)

[new]


touch128 (/user/touch128) May 25 · 08:08:39 PM (/comments/1665544/66615780#comment_66615780)

Recommended 1 time

I thank the good people of Wamego.

(/user/oldlady364)

[new]


oldlady364 (/user/oldlady364) May 25 · 08:09:43 PM (/comments/1665544/66615793#comment_66615793)

Recommended 0 times

VOTE HIM OUT!!!

(/user/Ellen1)

[new]


Ellen1 (/user/Ellen1) May 25 · 08:35:47 PM (/comments/1665544/66616077#comment_66616077)

Recommended 0 times

This article is such a great example of how they distort everything. I want to post it on Facebook.

How do I do that?

(/user/bluepittsley)

[new]


bluepittsley (/user/bluepittsley) May 25 · 09:24:18 PM (/comments/1665544/66616603#comment_66616603)

Recommended 1 time

How can they not realize how incredibly stupid it is to even begin to explore the idea of paid
protests ... the only payment any of us need is the rewarding feeling of standing against the daily
crimes of this administration!

(/user/WagonMaster1949)

[new]


WagonMaster1949 (/user/WagonMaster1949)

May 25 · 09:36:42 PM (/comments/1665544/66616698#comment_66616698)

Recommended 1 time

This PUTZ Roger Marshall is spouting the typical Rabid Radical Political/Religious Right wide mouth
bass out of water line of BS.

In 2018 he will be one of the ones gone!!!

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) WagonMaster1949

May 26 · 07:37:48 AM (/comments/1665544/66619333#comment_66619333)

Recommended 1 time

Don't be too hopeful about that.  IT’s Kansas.



(/user/Keeping them honest)

[new]


Keeping them honest (/user/Keeping them honest)

May 26 · 03:18:03 AM (/comments/1665544/66617701#comment_66617701)

Recommended 1 time

The right wing GOP (GROUP OF PHOOLS) continue to demonstrate they are lemmings lead by
an Orange Buffoon who bullies his around the world, while he blunders at home. His cadre
even has bullies, who attach the press physically. What an embarrassment to our Nation.

RESIST!!! 

(/user/doolindalton)

[new]


doolindalton (/user/doolindalton) May 26 · 05:04:55 AM (/comments/1665544/66618011#comment_66618011)

Recommended 2 times

Believe it or not Marshall replaced an even bigger turd in Tim Huelskamp.   
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(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) doolindalton

May 26 · 10:30:01 PM (/comments/1665544/66629161#comment_66629161)

Recommended 0 times

Huelskamp must be absolutely horrible for Marshall to be any better.



(/user/framik)

[new]


framik (/user/framik) May 26 · 06:06:06 AM (/comments/1665544/66618380#comment_66618380)

Recommended 2 times

Okay, let's be real here. Expecting a republicon to have any idea what Occam's razor is makes no
sense. It would be like expecting t.Rump to have an understanding of faith, hope or charity.

(/user/chuck68)

[new]


chuck68 (/user/chuck68) May 26 · 08:51:50 AM (/comments/1665544/66620324#comment_66620324)

Recommended 1 time

Most republicans feel the same way this guy does!  They don’t want to help the least among us as
this will put more money in their pockets!  I don’t know how the republican party thinks they are
the moral majority?  Newt Gingrich got this saying going while cheating on his wife while she was in
the hospital with cancer.  Democrats are the party that care about the poor and elderly and
children in America. When, oh when, will folks in America wake up? If not, you know what you can
do don’t you?  Vote them out!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) chuck68

May 26 · 10:28:17 PM (/comments/1665544/66629154#comment_66629154)

Recommended 0 times

Find a good candidate to run.



(/user/Frostokovich)

[new]


Frostokovich (/user/Frostokovich) May 26 · 09:43:33 AM (/comments/1665544/66621015#comment_66621015)

Recommended 1 time

So typical of these fascist swine: Rather than respond to legitimate questions by constituents who
see their futures circling the drain while the likes of Marshall take all the money in the world and
hand it to the rich, he instead impugns the character of everybody at the meeting. Calls them
unAmerican and, effectively, heathens. Rat bastards every one of them, and they want your money,
your security, your safety net, and most of all they want you to shut up about it while you’re being
fleeced.

(/user/Blue Planetarian)

[new]


Blue Planetarian (/user/Blue Planetarian) May 26 · 11:47:12 AM (/comments/1665544/66622860#comment_66622860)

Recommended 0 times

These conservatives are despicable people. They equate love of country and patriotism with blind
conformity to their irrational dogma that has been proven time and again not to work. For
conservatives, the only patriotic response is to fall in line. Any opinion that falls outside their
interpretation of how things should be is to be attacked, ridiculed and even body-slammed. I can
name a few dictators from history who would agree with their approach to governing. It is not what
democracy is about and we’d better get on with fixing this one before it's too late.

(/user/Jill49)

[new]


Jill49 (/user/Jill49) May 26 · 01:54:19 PM (/comments/1665544/66624421#comment_66624421)

Recommended 0 times

Republicans always lie. Look what they are doing to John Ossoff in Georgia.

(/user/okpkpkp)

[new]


okpkpkp (/user/okpkpkp) May 26 · 03:19:51 PM (/comments/1665544/66625277#comment_66625277)
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Recommended 0 times

The US Army saw fit to send me from San Francisco, where I was born and raised, to Kansas.
Specifically, Fort Riley. I only spent a year there but that was enough time for my pregnant wife to
drop our son there in Manhattan in 1977. I can only assume that his birth there resulted in him
growing up to be a rethug.

(/user/Trshmare)

[new]


Trshmare (/user/Trshmare) May 26 · 04:57:39 PM (/comments/1665544/66626313#comment_66626313)

Recommended 0 times

So trumpian-sad.

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) May 26 · 10:24:31 PM (/comments/1665544/66629132#comment_66629132)

Recommended 0 times

You would think Marshall could have brought along an aide or two to check out those out-of-state
plates. Why doesn’t he know that he has a number of “unpatriotic” military families in his district? 
Marshall is pitiful.
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